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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The concept of least restrictive environment as defined in Public 
Law 94-142 has demanded the participation of more handicapped children 
in the regular classroom environment (mainstreaming). The efficacy of 
educational programs for the handicapped is reportedly (Reynolds and 
Greco, 1980; Stagich, 1980; Abramson, 1980) tied to the attitudes of 
the educators and students, particularly those involved in the 
mainstreaming process. However, the present outlook with regard to 
attitudes toward the handicapped is not entirely favorable since many 
people do not appear to have posiive or even wholesome attitude~ 
toward the handicapped child (preferring to view them in light of 
their limitations instead of their assets) and many negative 
attitudinal barriers ~ been reported to exist in regular education 
(Stagich, 1980). T;e results of a number of studies (Baker and 
Gottlieb, 1980; K)¢sler, 1969; Triandis, 1971) designed to determine 
I 
how regular ed~tors perceive handicapped children have not been very 
encouraging. urthermore, the effects of attitudes on behavioral 
manifestati ns in the classroom are considered particularly important 
"tudes cannot be viewed in isolation (Baker and Gottlieb, 
1980). 
mandates tied to program funding would appear to 
the systematic study of attitudes as they relate to the 
1 
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handicapped and the mainstreaming process to be of critical 
importance. Some practical problems appear to impede the full 
implementation of mainstreaming in the least restrictive environment 
as mandated by Public Law 94-142. The success of a program such as 
mainstreaming is largely contingent upon the attitudes of both the 
teachers involved in the program and the students participating in the 
regular education classroom. How can the teachers of the 
non-handicapped, many of whom previously had limited experience and 
coursework in the area of special educaton, be expected to provide for 
the special educational needs of a handicapped child? Current 
research findings (Condell and Tonn, 1965; Stephens and Braun, 1980; 
Overline, 1977; ~illiams, 1977) indicate that both contact with and 
knowledge of the handicapped are beneficial experi~nces fo~ the 
mainstreaming teacher. Furthermore, how c~n children in the regular 
classroom be expected to relate positively to handicapped children 
when most of them have had limited experience and/or knowledge of 
disabilities? Research with children (Bateman, 1963; Knittle, 1963; 
Friedman, 1975; ~einberg, 1978; Fleming, 1979; Bursor, 1981; Agness, 
1980; Ballar~, 1977) supports the notion that increased contact with 
the handicapped leads to more positive responses. However, other 
researchers (Knittle, 1963; Siller, 1963; Szuhay, 1961; Budoff, 1978; 
Parish, 1978; Smith and McCulloch, 1978; ~ilkins and Velicer, 1980; 
DeGrella, 1981; ~isely and Morgan, 1981; Stovall and Sedlacek, 1983) 
have reported inconsistencies in the attitudes of children as they 
advance through the grades, noting differences not only in relation to 
age, but gender as well. 
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Today, in light of changing societal values, low priority funding 
is being granted to regular education as well as special education 
programs. These recent funding cuts which will probably result in 
program cuts for the borderline classification of special education 
students will necessitate further demand for acceptance of 
mainstreaming in concept and in practice by regular educators and 
students as well. Many of these borderline-atypical students who are 
now entering the schools have had the benefit of being assessed by 
using sensitive and highly sophisticated diagnostic tools, the 
exposure to permissive Parent-Infant programs and the involvement in 
mandated Early Childhood programs, and are now considered to be likely 
candidates for the least restrictive environment of the regular 
school. The question is, are the regular educators and students ready 
for these borderline-atypical students? When Public Law 94-142 was 
passed, in 1975, by the U.S. Congress, Dr. Edwin W. Martin, then 
Deputy Commissioner of Education and Director of the Bureau of 
Education for the Handicapped in the U.S. Office of Education, 
stressed the importance of attitudes toward the handicapped in the 
implementation of the law. He said: 
We must recognize that helping teachers to deal with the 
uniqueness of children is basically an attitudinal problem. 
The benefits of mainstreaming are obvious, not only for the 
handicapped student, but for the regular education participants as 
well. In addition to the understanding gained through exposure in the 
classroom, governmental mandates can be met while at the same time 
better allocation and utilization of district funds can be achieved. 
These same districts which are facing declining enrollments resulting 
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in reductions in force and the eventuality of school closings may 
benefit from mainstreaming programs which could provide for the needs 
of the special education student while at the same time augmenting and 
reinforcing the need for the continued existence of regular education 
(Thurman, 1980). Today, one of the main barriers to mainstreaming the 
handicapped appears to be the attitudes of the pupils and teachers 
involved in the process. Educators must become informed about 
attitudes: how they are defined, how they are formed and measured, 
and how they can be changed. 
The present investigation was designed to assess regular 
education teachers and their students' attitudes toward the 
handicapped learner, and to examine the circumstances and conditions 
under which the most positive attitudes are fostered. The overall 
outcome of this research project could provide basic information that 
would help in the establishment of guidelines for the implementation 
of a mainstreaming program that could successfully meet the needs of 
both handicapped and non-handicapped learners. The overall goals of 
the present research project for teachers and students are as follows: 
Goals for Teachers: 
1) assess those attitudes toward the handicapped that are 
prevalent among a sample of regular education teachers. 
2) document a difference between the attitudes toward the 
handicapped learner of the teaching personnel who have had direct 
experience with the handicapped learner and those teachers without 
direct experience. 
3) identify those personal and demographic characteristics 
(background in special education course work) of the teachers which 
are related to attitudes toward the handicapped learner. 
Goals for Students: 
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1) assess the effect of instruction on the increase in knowledge I 
of handicaps of students in the experimental classrooms contrasted 
with the control group students. 
2) assess the increase in positive attitudes toward the 
handicapped learner of the students in the experimental classrooms 
contrasted with the control group students. 
3) document a greater number of positive attitudes toward the 
handicapped in the classrooms which contain mainstreamed students 
contrasted with classrooms which do not contain mainstreamed students. 
4) document a difference in attitudes toward the handicapped 
between third and seventh grade students. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Public Law 94-142 mandates that an appropriate educational 
program be provided for all handicapped children. One of the 
provisions of the federal mandate is to educate the handicapped with 
the non-handicapped to the greatest extent possible. In providing a 
program that maintains a "continuum of services" the handicapped 
individual can be moved into any program that is deemed to be the 
least restrictive environment for learning. The least restrictive 
environment is generally considered to be the one in which the child 
can best perform. One phase of this "continuum of services" involves 
the concept of mainstreaming. The success of a program, such as 
mainstreaming .the handicapped, is largely dependent on the willingness 
of regular education to accept the concept in principle. The 
attitudes of the regular education teachers and students are of 
critical importance to the acceptance of the handicapped learner into 
the mainstream of the regular education classroom. Chapter II 
provides a selective review of the research conducted relative to 
regular education teachers' attitudes toward handicapped learners. 
Findings reported here represent research involving both experienced 
and inexperienced teachers, in addition to trained and untrained 
teachers, relative to the education of the handicapped. Secondly, the 
attitudes of students toward their handicapped peers is systematically / 
6 
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reviewed. In a fashion similar to that of the teachers, the research 
reviewed with respect to handicapped peers centers on two general . 
categories, that which involves both those who have either had contact ~ 
or have not had contact with the group in question, and those students 
who have received information or knowledge of handicaps in comparison 
with those who have received no such knowledge or information on 
handicaps. Finally, current findings on the assessment techniques 
which are utilized to measure the attitudes of children are presented, 
in addition to data collected with these instruments that reveal 
apparent differences in the attitudes of students relative to gender 
and age. 
Attitudes 
Regular education teachers, according to Gutb1an (1982), tend to 
prefer special class placements rather than accept the principle of 
mainstreaming. The vast majority of teachers surveyed (Ysseldyke, 
Christenson, Algozzine and Thurlow, 1983) felt that factors beyond 
their control in the regular classroom were responsible for student 
failures. Sixty percent of another group of teachers responded 
negatively when questioned about their reactions to having crippled or 
blind children in their classrooms (Haring, Stern and Cruickshank, 
1958). Other research (Chapman and Boersma, 1979; Hudson, Graham and 
Warner, 1979; Van Osdol and Shane, 1982) appears to indicate that 
although the exceptional child, with appropriate services, can learn 
and advance in the mainstreaming environment, many of those involved 
in their education display negative attitudes relative to their 
involvement in regular education. Hainstreaming the handicapped 
learner is viewed in a negative light by many regular education 
teachers according to research (Shanker, 1980) and the reasons for. 
that view include the following: a lack of adequate support at the 
district level; class size is prohibitive; too much time spent with 
the special student resulting in taking time away from other students; 
the view that special students would show no gains from participation 
in the regular classroom; mainstreaming is not determined on an 
individual basis. 
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Research (Algozzine and Mercer, 1980; Brophy and Good, 1974; 
Davis, 1980) has shown that negative attitudes expressed by teachers 
can undermine the success of the mainstreaming situation. The 
expectations of these educators may be defined as the predicted 
probability of the occurrence of a future event. These authors 
contend that teacher expectations can function as self-fulfilling 
prophecies. Their findings further indicate that there is a tendency 
to attach an arbitrary failure label to students who differ from the 
norm. Other investigators (Brophy and Good, 1974; Silberman, 1969) 
have shown that teachers hold differential expectations and/or perform 
differently with children for whom they hold low expectations. In one 
study teachers were interviewed and asked to indicate those children 
in their classrooms for whom they felt emotions ranging from 
attachment to rejection. Rejected children were those whom the 
teachers preferred to have removed from their classrooms. In 
observing the teachers' behavior towards these groups of children it 
was concluded that teachers' attitudes do affect their behavior. High 
achieving students were criticized less, and praised more often as a 
9 
result of teacher attachment. 
Research (Williams, 1977) that was conducted with accepting and 
non-accepting teachers appears to indicate that the teachers were 
differentiated significantly on contact variables. Those teachers who 
had experienced more contact with the handicapped displayed more 
positive attitudes and were consequently more accepting of this 
population within the classroom. Other survey findings (Overline, 
1977) indicated that teachers who reported having one or more years of 
experience with mainstreaming tended to have more positive attitudes 
than teachers without this type of experience. Educators involved in 
a similar study (Coy, 1977) with mainstrearned handicapped students at 
the primary level displayed a positive gain in attitude toward 
rnainstreaming the handicapped when compared with a control group of 
teachers. 
An adequate understanding and assessment of the mainstrearning 
process would appear to be mandatory if handicapped students are to 
receive an appropriate education in that setting. The effects of 
teacher attitude on the handicapped have prompted further exploration 
of those variables that are associated with the formation of attitudes 
and attitude change. As studies (Condell and Tonn, 1965) have 
indicated those regular education teachers with experience in teaching 
the handicapped express the most positive attitudes about them, with 
those having regular education teaching experience having the next 
most positive attitudes, while inexperienced student teachers display 
the least positive attitudes. Research (Stephens and Braun, 1980) has 
further shown that those teachers who felt a sense of confidence in 
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their abilities to teach the handicapped were more willing to accept 
them into their classrooms than those who were less confident of their 
abilities to deal with the handicapped child. Teachers who expressed 
agreement with the belief that the public schools should educate the 
handicapped child were also more accepting of that child in their 
classrooms than those who did not support that belief. And finally 
those teachers who were found to believe that the handicapped child 
could, in fact, become a useful member of society were more willing to 
integrate that child into their classroom than those who did not share 
this belief. 
Many other studies (Kearney and Roccio, 1956; M~rphy, Dickstein 
and Dripps, 1960) have been done using regular education teachers and 
have included an exploration of the relationship that exists between 
information about the handicapped and attitudes. There was strong 
agreement, in a recent study (Hudson, Graham and Warner, 1979) that 
additional training would aid them in teaching the handicapped child 
who was mainstreamed into their classroom. They supported the idea 
that in-service and pre-service training in the area of handicapping 
conditions would be useful. It has been reported (Boyle and Sletter, 
1981) that regular education teachers who had learned about Public Law 
94-142 through an in-service program were more aware of and sensitive 
to the special education student. The researchers point out that 
in-service needs to be a long term consideration in order to have a 
maximal effect. The comparative effects of research (Kromer, 1976; 
Williams, 1977) involving teachers in workshop settings further 
indicated that those who received instruction in addition to 
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supplementary materials showed the greatest increases in knowledge 
which resulted in the most positive attitude changes. Results of· a 
survey (Buletza, 1979) of certified and pre-certified teachers 
supports the contention that as knowledge of mainstreaming the 
handicapped increased, an increase in positive attitudes could be 
measured. Other researchers (Stephens and Braun, 1980) found that 
teachers who had taken courses in special education were more 
accepting of special education children in their classrooms than 
teachers who had not taken such courses. As the number of special 
education course hours increased so did their willingness to accept 
handicapped students into their classes. Other researchers (Horne, 
1979; Glass and Meckler, 1972; Harawymiw and Horne, 1976) feel that 
in-service training alone is not enough. After reviewing several 
attitudinal studies administered to teachers they concluded that 
providing information or actual contact experiences alone did not 
sigificantly change attitudes, and that for actual modification of 
attitudes to take place both information providing and actual contact 
must be present in the program. The teacher training programs need to 
show a link between what they are doing in their own classroom with 
stydents and the new knowledge that is being presented. In other 
words the training programs should be both knowledge and experience 
based. These changes in attitudes will ultimately result in new 
behaviors only if the participants are presented with experiences in 
the training situation that are meaningful, and that yield successful 
outcomes. Further results indicated that teachers developed more 
positive attitudes towards regular classroom placement for the 
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handicapped (mainstreaming) and viewed themselves as more capable of 
teaching handicapped children after having participated in 
instructional sessions, and planning sessions before teaching the 
students and participating in parent meetings. Many other researchers 
report similar positive results when the teachers actually participate 
in the planning process. 
Research with regular education children (Mosley, 1978) points 
out the effect of peer group acceptance of the handicapped child in 
the classroom, and stresses the need for a systematic evaluation of 
the socio-adaptive climate within the mainstreamed educational setting 
of the handicapped child. There are data to suggest that normal peer 
group attitudes toward the exceptional child are not positive and the 
result of that lack of acceptance has proven to be social isolation of 
the handicapped child in the mainstreamed classroom. The author 
further stresses that these negative attitudes on the part of the 
regular education students have further implications for the 
"modeling" that is assumed to operate within the mainstreamed 
educational setting. From an academic and economic point of view, 
mainstreaming could prove to be a viable educational alternative for 
the handicapped child, but further consideration is warranted in the 
area of social adaptation. Other studies (Parish, 1978; Westervelt, 
1981) involving non-handicapped children's attitudes toward 
handicapped children have yielded similar negative results. When 
asked to respond to an attribute inventory in rating handicapped as 
well as normal children, the normal children were rated most favorably 
by all of the grade school children involved in the research, while 
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other investigators affected changes in these negative type reactions 
through the use of techniques such as a similarity-attraction model. 
Without this type of intervention negative feelings were expressed 
with consistency. 
Non-handicapped children reacted similarly to their teachers when 
exposed to handicapped peers in their classrooms. As the amount of 
exposure to the handicapped population of students was increased 
(Agness, 1980), the non-handicapped students in the regular classroom 
had significantly more positive perceptions of the handicapped when 
compared with those who had no handicapped children within their 
school environments. Younger children reacted similarly in another 
study (Bursor, 1981) when exposed to a handicapped student who was 
acting as a tutor in their classroom. These students, in responding 
to a questionnaire designed to elicit differences in perceived 
competencies of handicapped and non-handicapped people, indicated that 
the students assigned different competencies to handicapped and 
non-handicapped persons and that these differenes decreased after the 
children were given the opportunity to interact with the handicapped 
older child. Junior high students in other studies (Fleming, 1979; 
Weinberg, 1978; Friedman, 1975) displayed significant positive 
relationships between contact with handicapped peers and more 
favorable attitudes toward handicapped persons. Findings suggested 
two overall conclusions: that as contact between able bodied and 
handicapped is intensified, the stereotype of the handicapped 
diminishes; and that, as contact increases, perceived similarity 
increases thus resulting in significant positive shifts in attitudes. 
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In another study (Ballard, 1977) middle grade children were randomly 
assigned to experimental and control groups in order to experimentally 
assess the social status of non-handicapped classmates with relation 
to their mainstreamed handicapped peers. Each experimental 
handicapped child worked in a small cooperative group with four to six 
non-handicapped classmates on highly structured, manipulative tasks 
using multiple types of materials. The treatment was provided in two 
cycles which lasted a total of eight weeks. Sociometric testing, 
which was administered before and after treatment, revealed that the 
non-handicapped children's social acceptance of their handicapped 
peers improved significantly more than that of the control children. 
Another recent research project (Lehrer, 1981) describes how 
mainstreaming affects the non-handicapped student's cognitive schema 
of the handicapped. The mainstreamed exposed students made 
significantly fewer errors on the recognition memory test that was 
administered to them, which thus confirmed the prediction that 
mainstreaming results in a less stereotypic handicap schema among the 
non-handicapped students. 
An analysis of the data available relating to the effects of 
specific educational experiences on attitudes towards the handicapped 
reveals that, in many instances, information and training courses 
pertaining to knowledge of handicaps have proven to be related to the 
development of more positive attitudes (Meyer, 1963; Schwartzwald, 
1981). Other results (Felty, 1965) indicated that specific training 
courses are not significantly related to the development of positive 
attitudes toward the handicapped but that the attitudes of upper 
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elementary school toward their handicapped peers could be 
changed significantly in a positive direction by use of a combination 
of cognitive and affective interventions. Another study (Shein, 1978) 
reported finding that non-handicapped students who had experienced 
increased levels of knowledge positively changed their attitudes 
toward the handicapped, and that the children in the group that were 
exposed to both lecture and instruction experienced the lowest levels 
of anxiety in anticipation of contact with the handicapped. Other 
studies (Marsh, 1972; Scheffers, 1977; Monson and Shurtleff, 1979) 
have also provided support for the notion that increased knowledge 
results in the development of more positive attitudes toward the 
handicapped. Multi~media approaches including role playing activities 
are stressed in research (Westervelt, 1981) on the attitudes of 
non-handicapped peers toward their handicapped counterparts, and these 
multi-media strategies were found to contribute to gains in positive 
attitudes. Results from other studies (Harte, 1980) have indicated 
that a program of empathy ~raining facilitated the development of more 
positive attitudes in children, while other research (Shortridge, 
1982; Terrell, 1981) utilized teaching units which included discussion 
of therapeutic equipment in order to effect increases in positive 
attitudes toward handicapped peers. It is apparent that further 
experimentation conducted in this area should employ more rigid 
control measures, so that conclusions may be drawn regarding the 
effects of specific educational programs relative to gains in positive 
attitudes expressed toward the handicapped learner. 
16 
Attitude Assessment Techniques 
In view of the research findings which are presented above, it 
appears that in order to successfully implement a mainstreaming 
program, the attitudes of the students in the regular classroom must 
be critically evaluated. Many approaches have been utilized in order 
to accurately assess the attitudes of non-handicapped students toward 
their handicapped classmates. A rating scale (Bateman, 1962) for use 
with non-handicapped children was developed in order to rate the 
activities which the students felt that the handicapped children could 
master. The author found that the total test scores and the 
percentages of positive responses in each area covered bore a direct 
relationship to the amount of contact that the student experienced 
with the particular handicapping area involved. This finding is 
consistent with previous findings. In another study (Knittle, 1963) 
subjects who had contact with the handicapped, in this case a disabled 
sibling, were found to have more positive attitudes than those who had 
no such contact. Knittle utilized a Likert-type five point rating 
scale in his project. A method often used with children for assessing 
attitudes toward handicapped children is the sociometric choice 
technique. Force (1956) studied the social status of disabled 
children in the elementary school by using a "near-sociometric" 
instrument, in which the children were asked to choose other students 
as friends, playmates, and workmates. Other studies (Freeman and 
Sonnega, 1956; Soldwedel and Terrill, 1957) also used the sociometric 
method to test hypotheses about children's social acceptance of 
specific handicapping areas. In other reserch (Szuhay, 1961) 
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sociometric methods were again found to be the most suitable for use 
with children. This particular sociometric measure of social distance 
has the advantage of being an objective scorable measure. The 
author's findings indicated that female children showed more positive 
attitudes toward the handicapped than did males when the Children's 
Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale was utilized. In a similar study 
(Moed, Wight, Feshback and Sandry, 1963) which measured attitudes on 
the Children's Seashore Picture Story Test, the female children were 
reported to be more positive in measured attitudes toward the 
handicapped. Boys responded more negatively to peers who appeared to 
be academically incompetent but were not "labeled" as having a problem 
in another research project (Budoff, 1978). Smith and McCulloch 
(1978) reported the results of a specially designed assessment 
inventory that was administered to students in Britain and the United 
States. The results were compared in validated scores. The findings 
demonstrated that although there were some differences between the 
countries, there were also general similarities between the two 
countries. In both countries the females scored higher than the 
males. By contrast, in another research project (Wisely and Morgan, 
1981) results indicated that the boys responded more favorably than 
the girls who were examined. The author further discovered that the 
third grade children responded more favorably than the sixth grade 
children, although another researcher (Wilkins and Velicer, 1980) 
reported finding no differences between third and sixth graders on 
attitudes expressed toward certain stigmatized groups. The expressed 
preferences of the children participating in another investigation 
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(DeGrella 1981) revealed that the bias against disabilities appears to 
increase with age, with chronological age being a better predictor of 
prejudice againat the disabled than mental age. In general, it 
appears that the research findings indicate that a relationship may 
exist between educational level and attitudes toward the handicapped, 
however, inconsistencies in research findings suggest that further 
exploration is needed in this area. 
In summary, research in the area of attitudes toward the 
handicapped reveal an overall pattern of negative findings on the part 
of regular education teachers and regular education students who have 
not been exposed to either handicapped students, or a program designed 
to increase specific knowledge of handicaps. Since the placement of 
the special education student in the least restrictive environment is 
a mandated component of Public Law 94-142 these findings reinforce the 
need for an organized effort in order to establish a mainstreaming 
effort that will be of benefit to regular education teachers, regular 
education students, and the handicapped student as well. 
Consideration should be given to all research in the area of attitudes 
toward the handicapped in planning successful "contact" or 
mainstreaming experiences. Those researchers generally agree that the 
teachers who had experienced more contact with the handicapped learner 
within their classrooms, as well as those students who had been 
exposed to mainstreamed peers, displayed more accepting attitudes 
toward the handicapped learner. Teachers who relate that they have 
completed course work in special education and/or have participated in 
in-service programs relating to handicaps, as well as children who 
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have been exposed to knowledge based programs relating to the 
handicapped have, for the most part, shown positive increases in 
attitudes. It is generally agreed that the sociometric technique, or 
some form of it, provides the most successful measure of attitude in 
children, but through the use of this type of assessment tool 
inconsistencies have been noted in the attitudes of children toward 
the handicapped relative to gender and age. It is apparent that 
further experimentation in this area should employ more rigid control 
measures so that specific conclusions can be drawn. 
Theoretical Rationale 
Social actions are directed by attitudes. Through a knowledge of 
attitudes, it is possible to do something about the prediction and 
control of behavior. Attitude is comprised of an affective and a 
cognitive component. The affective, or feeling component of an 
attitude refers to the emotions connected with the object or person. 
An attitude is originally formed within the context of the affective 
and cognitive components, but it can be influenced by the action 
tendency component which includes all of the behavioral readiness 
associated with the attitude (Kimble, 1963). 
According to Kimble, the behavior that is related to attitude can 
exert an influence on the affective and cognitive components of 
attitude. The types of behavior under investigation, specifically the 
experience of being exposed to mainstreamed handicapped learners in 
regular classroom settings and/or receiving additional information 
about handicaps through coursework or the treatment condition will 
alter the attitudes of regular education teachers and students at 
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selected grade levels. 
The theory of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) appears. 
particularly applicable as a theoretical anchor for the present 
investigation. This theory states that when a person has inconsistent 
items of information or "nonfitting" relations among the cogntive 
elements relative to the environment or himself he or she will 
experience a psychological state of tension called "dissonance." When 
cognitive dissonance is experienced, which expresses itself as a 
discrepancy between existing information and new information, a person 
remains in a state of unrest until the difference is reconciled. Once 
dissonance exists the pressure to reduce it manifests itself in 
attempts to increase the attractiveness of the chosen alternative. 
This state of dissonance has drive properties which serve to motivate 
the individual to try to reduce or eliminate the state of tension 
induced. The tension reduction results in reinforcement. 
The regular education teachers involved in the present 
investigation could experience dissonance if handicapped students were 
placed in their regular classroom settings. For example, the teacher 
may realize that he or she and the handicapped learner will, 
inevitably, be in close contact. The teacher may experience 
dissonance. The teacher, or student as the case may be, will seek out 
ways to convince himself or herself of positive characteristics. 
Since most teachers propose to be philosophically committed to the 
ideal of the innate worth of all children, which dictates an 
appropriate educational experience for all children which requires 
that all children have a right to a public education they must 
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reconcile this philosophy with underlying feelings of opposition to 
the concept of mainstreaming the handicapped learner. Regular 
education students, as well, experience similar dissonance when 
confronted with someone who is perceived as "different" from them. 
These children, who are influenced by the importance of controlling 
one's body, may find it frightening to interact with a child who lacks 
that control. They may feel confronted with the possibility of losing 
some physical capability that they have taken for granted and this 
feeling causes them to shut out any individual who displays 
dependency. These situations instill a sense of mystery and fear and 
may introduce dissonant feelings. Research (Westervelt, 1981) has 
shown that a similarity-attraction model has been successfully 
utilized in order to reduce children's dissonance. Festinger supports 
this notion by stating that it is possible to reduce the total 
magnitude of dissonance by adding new cognitive elements. Through the 
introduction of increased knowledge of handicaps, stressing the notion 
that the regular education students are more similar to the 
handicapped learners than they are dissimilar, a reduction in 
dissonance was realized on the part of the non-handicapped students. 
As a result of the dissonance reduction, the attitudes of the 
non-handicapped students toward the handicapped learner showed a 
positive gain. 
Recapitulation 
We live in a nation in which federal law mandates that 
handicapped learners be educated with the non-handicapped to the 
greatest extent possible. Public school personnel have responded to 
./ 
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that mandate by providing a "continuum of services" whereby the 
handicapped learner can be moved into any program that is deemed to be 
the least restrictive environment in which he or she can best achieve. 
When this type of learning takes place in a regular classroom, it is 
called mainstreaming. It is reported in the literature that the 
success of a mainstreaming program is largely dependent on the 
attitudes of regular education teachers and the regular education 
students in their classrooms. 
Previous research findings have indicated that regular education 
teachers tend to prefer special class placements rather than accept 
the mainstreamed handicapped learner into their regular classrooms 
(Guttman, 1982). Many regular education teachers place blame for 
mainstreaming failures on factors beyond their control (Ysseldyke, 
Christenson, Algozzine and Thurlow, 1983; Shanker, 1980). Despite the 
passage of Public Law 94-142, these findings closely resemble the 
responses of a large group of regular education teachers who were 
surveyed relative to their reactions to having students with various 
handicaps within their regular classrooms. Sixty percent of this 
group responded negatively when questioned on this topic (Haring, 
Stern and Cruickshank, 1958) .. Many educators agree that handicapped 
learners are able to advance and learn in the mainstreamed 
environment. However, many of the teachers involved in the 
educational process reportedly display negative attitudes relative to 
the handicapped learners' involvement in regular education (Chapman 
and Boersma, 1979; Hudson, Graham and Warner, 1979; Van Osdol and 
Shane, 1982). It is assumed that negative attitudes can undermine the 
success of the mainstream~ng program, primarily due to the fact that 
teacher expectancies serve to attach "failure labels" on those 
students who differ from the norm and there is some evidence to 
suggest that teachers tend to behave differently with children for 
whom they hold low expectations (Brophy and Good, 1974; Silberman, 
1969). 
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When viewing the regular education teaching population, relative 
to accepting and non-accepting attitudes toward the handicapped 
learner, the groups were found to be significantly differentiated on 
direct contact variables. In general, those teachers who had 
experienced more direct contact with the handicapped learner displayed 
more positive attit~des and were consequently more accepting of this 
population within their classrooms and more confident of their ability 
to deal effectively with their needs (Williams, 1977; Overline, 1977; 
Coy, 1977; Stephens and Braun, 1980). 
Many teachers of regular education classrooms have expressed the 
feeling that additional training in special education would aid them 
in teaching the handicapped learner within their classrooms. This 
instruction could take the form of formal special educatipn course 
work, in-service training, or workshops within their school district 
(Hudson, Graham and Warner, 1979; Boyle and Sletter, 1981; Stephens 
and Braun, 1980). The attitudes toward the handicapped learner of the 
teacher participants involved in the present investigation were 
compared on the variables of both experience/non-experience with 
handicapped learners, and training/non-training in handicapping 
conditions in order to determine the effect of these factors on the 
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resultant measured attitudes. 
The attitudes of regular education students are also considered 
to be of considerable importance to the success of proposed 
mainstreaming programs. Non-handicapped students, when questioned on 
the subject, do not display positive attitudes toward handicapped 
learners and the result of that lack of acceptance has proven to be 
the social isolation of the handicapped learner within the 
mainstreamed classroom (Westervelt, 1981; Parish, 1978; Mosley, 1978). 
Non-handicapped children reacted similarly to their teachers when 
exposed to handicapped peers in their classrooms. Although many 
differences in studies can be noted, it can generally be stated that 
as the amount of exposure to the handicapped increased, more positive 
perceptions of the handicapped learner were documented on the part of 
the non-handicapped students (Bursor., 1981; Agness, 1980; Fleming, 
1979; Lehrer, 1981). 
Furthermore, it has been revealed that, as in the case of teacher 
attitudes toward the handicapped learner, training courses and 
activities relating to handicapping conditions have proven to be 
r~lated to the development of more positive attitudes toward the 
handicapped (Schwartzwald, 1981; Westervelt and Turnbull, 1980; 
Shortridge, 1982; Terrell, 1981). In the present investigation, the 
student participants were assessed relative to growth in knowledge of 
handicaps that resulted from the presence or absence of exposure to a 
training program, within a mainstreamed or non-mainstreamed setting. 
A wide variety of assessment techniques have been utilized in 
order to accurately assess those attitudes of regular education 
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students· that relate to the acceptance of handicapped students in the 
regular classroom setting. Rating scales, including Likert scales, 
have been utilized for this purpose with varying degrees of success 
(Bateman, 1962; Knittle, 1963). Other researchers have reported 
greater success with sociometric and "near sociometric" instruments 
which were utilized in order to assess the attitudes of child 
participants in relation to their classmates. This type of 
sociometric measure has yielded consistent data relative to attitudes 
as they pertain to age and gender. In view of these findings, a 
sociometric instrument, specifically a measure of social distance, was 
chosen for use in the present investigation. 
Using the Kimble Model of attitude formation and the Theory of 
Cognitive Dissonance as theoretical anchors in the present 
investigation, it was hypothesized that direct experience with 
handicapped learners and/or knowledge of the handicapped should lead 
to increased positive attitudes toward the handicapped learner on the 
part of both the participating regular education teachers and regular 
education students. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
Hypotheses 
The following null hypotheses were tested: 
1. There will be no significant differences between the number 
of positive attitudes expressed toward mainstreaming the handicapped 
(as measured by the Classroom Integration Inventory) of teachers who 
have had previous mainstreaming experience and those teachers who have 
not had this experience. 
2. There will be no significant differences between the number 
of positive attitudes expressed toward mainstreaming the handicapped 
(as measured by the Classroom Integration Inventory) of teachers who 
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have completed special education course work and/or inservice 
instruction in the area of special education and those teachers who 
have not had this training. 
3. There will be no significant difference between the 
performance of the children in the treatment groups (Groups I & III, 
exposed to the Project Change condition) and the performance of the 
children in the control groups (Groups II & IV, not exposed to the 
Project Change condition) on the Skill Attainment List. 
4. There will be no significant difference between the 
performance of the children in treatment Group Ill (Non-Mainstreamed, 
and exposed to the Project Change treatment condition) and the 
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performance of the children in the control Group IV (Non-Mainstreamed, 
and not exposed to the Project Change treatment condition) on the 
Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale. 
5. There will be no significant difference between the Group II 
(Mainstreamed, and not exposed to the Project Change treatment 
condition) children's performance and the performance of the Group IV 
(Non-Mainstreamed, and not exposed to the Project Change treatment 
condition) children on the Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude 
Scale. 
6. There will be no significant difference between the 
performance of the third and seventh grade students on the Children's 
Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale. 
Statement of the Directional Hypotheses 
1. There will be a significant difference between the number of 
positive attitudes expressed toward mainstreaming the handicapped by 
teachers who have had previous mainstreaming experience and those 
teachers who have not had this experience. A number of investigators 
(Kearney and Rocchio, 1956; Murphy, Dickstein and Dripps, 1960) have 
reported that there appears to be a positive relationship between 
information about the handicapped and the development of positive 
attitudes toward the handicapped as well as the development of 
positive side-effects related to teaching experience and contact with 
the handicapped learner. It has been found (Condell and Tonn, 1965) 
that the teachers with experience in teaching the handicapped held the 
most positive attitudes, those with regular education classroom 
experience followed and the least positive attitudes were held by the 
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inexperienced. Therefore, in the present investigation, the teachers 
who have had experience with mainstreaming, are expected to score· 
significantly higher on the attitude measure toward the handicapped 
(CII), since direct experience over a period of time is considered to 
positively effect the attitudes developed. 
2. There will be a significant difference between the number of 
positive attitudes expressed toward mainstreaming the handicapped by 
teachers who have completed special education course work and/or 
in-service in the area of special education and those teachers who 
have not had this training, since survey results (Buletza, 1979) of 
certified and pre-certified teachers have indicated that as knowledge 
of mainstreaming increased, positive attitudes also increased. Other 
research findings (Stephens and Braun, 1980) have shown that 
teachers who had taken courses in special education were more 
accepting of special education children in their classrooms than 
teachers who had not taken such courses. As the number of special 
education course hours increased so did the teachers willingness to 
accept handicapped students into their classes. There was strong 
agreement reported in another study (Hudson, Graham, and Warner, 1979) 
that additional training would aid teachers in teaching the 
handicapped child mainstreamed into their classroom. That is to say, 
that the teachers supported the idea that in-service and pre-service 
training in this area would be helpful. In the present investigation, 
the teachers who have completed special education course work and/or 
in-service in the area of special education are expected to have more 
positive attitudes toward the handicapped. However, some researchers 
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(Horne, 1979; Glass and Meckler, 1972; Harawymiw and Horne, 1976) have 
reported that in-service training alone is not enough to encourage the 
development of positive attitudes toward the handicapped. After 
reviewing several attitudinal studies it appears that providing 
information or actual contact experiences alone will not significantly 
change attitudes, and that for actual modification of attitudes to 
take place, both information providing and actual contact must be 
present in the program. Therefore, in the present population of 
teachers, those teachers who report on the Demographic Information 
Form that they have experience with mainstreaming and special 
education course work or in-service are expected to achieve the most 
positive attitudes toward the handicapped as measured by the Classroom 
Integration Inventory (CII). 
3. There will be a significant difference between the 
performance of the treatment group subjects and the performance of the 
control group subjects on the Skill Attainment List (a measure of 
knowledge of handicaps). Although there are little data available 
related to the effects of specific educational experiences, findings 
from a study conducted by Shortridge (1982) indicated that information 
and training courses pertaining to knowledge of handicaps resulted in 
an increase in knowledge which was related to the development of more 
positive attitudes toward the handicapped. However, findings from 
other studies (Felty, 1965) have indicated that specific training 
courses were not significantly related to the development of more 
positive atti~udes toward the handicapped because other variables 
present in the experimental situations (no control of variables such 
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as age, gender, intelligence, contact, etc.) appeared to confound the 
effect of the educational intervention. The present investigation was 
designed to control for those variables that appear to have a 
confounding effect (age, gender, intelligence, socio-economic level) 
in order to assess the impact of the ·specific educational program 
(measured by the Skill Attainment List) at the appropriate grade 
level. 
4. There will be a significant difference between the 
performance of the subjects in the treatment group and the performance 
of the subjects in the control group on the Children's Picture 
Sociometric Attitude Scale. Studies have shown that specific 
educational experiences, information and training courses (Meyer, 
1963) which pertain to knowledge of handicapping conditions have a 
positive relationship to positive attitudes. Other researchers 
(Papcum, 1964; Wyrick, 1964) have provided support for this positive 
relationship when using pre- and post-test designs with an 
interpolated educational experience in order to measure subsequent 
changes in attitude toward the handicapped. Therefore, the treatment 
Group III students (Non-Mainstreamed, and receiving the Project Change 
treatment condition), after exposure to the Project Change materials 
at the appropriate grade level, are expected to display significantly 
more positive attitudes toward the handicapped than the control Group 
IV students (Non-Mainstreamed, and no Project Change Treatment 
condition). 
5. There will be a significant difference between the Group II 
(Mainstreamed, and no Project Change Treatment condition) subjects 
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performance and the performance of the Group IV (Non-Mainstreamed, and 
no Project Change Treatment condition) subjects on the Children's · 
Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale. Since Group II is the classroom 
that contains mainstreamed students, with Group IV containing no 
mainstreamed students, it is expected that the group with the exposure 
to the handicapped will score significantly higher on the attitude 
measure. Direct relationships (Bateman, 1962; Knittle, 1963) have 
been reported between total test scores and the percentages of 
positive responses on attitude measures to the amount of contact that 
was experienc:cd with particular handicapping conditions. 
6. There will be a significant difference between the attitude 
toward the handicapped of third and seventh grade students because 
research (Knittle, 1963; Siller, 1963; Szuhay, 1961) indicates that a 
relationship may exist between educational level and attitudes. Other 
researchers (Moed, Wight, Feshback and Sandry, 1963; Smith and 
McCulloch, 1978; Budoff and Siperstein, 1978; DeGrella, 1981) have 
reported differences in attitudes which appear to relate to gender. 
However, many inconsistencies have been reported in the literature 
(Wilkins and Velicer, 1980; DeGrella, 1981) which have been explained 
as reflecting the importance of social pressure rather actual 
expressions of attitudinal preference. 
In the present study an attempt will be made to control the 
effects of both the training programs that would increase knowledge of 
handicaps, and contact variables that would be related to the exposure 
in mainstreaming situations that could influence attitudes toward the 
handicapped learner. 
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Sample 
The sample consisted of 46 teachers in two elementary (n = 30 
teachers) and one junior high (n = 16 teachers) regular education 
centers. Two of the regular education centers house one or more of 
the following types of special education programs: 1) self-contained 
district and/or cooperative cross-categorical programs (learning 
disabled/educable mentally handicapped); 2) low incidence regional 
agreement handicapped programs (visually handicapped programs, 
multiply handicapped, and orthopedically impaired. The third regular 
education center does not presently have, nor has it had for the past 
10 years, any type of self-contained special education program. 
In addition to the teachers, a sample of 40 children was selected 
from four classes of third grade children, two of which were located 
in the building with special education mainstreaming, and the other 
third grade classes were located in the elementary building which does 
not contain special education classes and therefore had no 
mainstreamed students. Group I (n = 10) had exposure to mainstreaming 
and received treatment (Project Change). Group II (n = 10) had 
exposure to mainstreaming but received no treatment. Group III (n = 
10) had no exposure to mainstreaming but received treatment (Project 
Change). Group IV (n = 10) had no exposure to mainstreaming in the 
classroom and no treatment (Project Change). Four classes of seventh 
grade students (10 from each class) from the junior high building were 
also utilized. Again, these classes differed in the presentation of 
treatment (Project Change) and the presence or absence of mainstreamed 
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students. A sample of 10 students (five girls and five boys) was 
chosen from each class for assessment purposes. Student subjects were 
all within the normal range (IQ = 90-110), and of average 
socioeconomic status (based on current census data). Finally, the 
teachers involved in the treatment and control classrooms displayed 
neutral (scores in the 140-220 range) attitudes toward the handicapped 
as measured on the Classroom Integration Inventory. 
Procedure 
The study was conducted in two stages. The first stage consisted 
of the administration of the Classroom Integration Inventory (CII) 
(see Appendix B for details) used to assess the preference of the 
teachers with relation to the handicapped children. In addition, 
teachers were requested to complete the Demographic Information Form 
(see Appendix C for details) designed to categorize the selected 
subjects into special education experience and training categories. 
The questionnaire materials were disseminated to the building 
principals of the schools selected to participate. The principals 
were requested to distribute the Demographic Information Forms, the 
CII, and the return envelopes to all teachers in their buildings. All 
teachers were asked to complete the information form and the test 
instrument, place it in the envelope provided, seal it, and then 
return the envelope to the building principal within one week of 
receipt of the material. These data were then collected from the 
building principal. 
The second stage of the study involved the careful selection of 
five male students and five female students, while controlling for 
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similarities in intelligence and socioeconomic level across gender, 
from the eight classes chosen to participate (four third grade and 
four seventh grade classes). Arrangements were made with the 
principal of each participating school for the investigator to 
administer the Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale (CPSAS) 
to the selected subjects. A program aide was utilized to secure the 
subjects, subject to the student's availability and consent. Prior to 
the administration of the test, the following information was obtained 
by the aide from each child involved and recorded on the Children's 
Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale score sheet: name, address, city, 
sex, age, date of test, and a code number. The investigator scored 
each test and recorded the coded results on a master work sheet. For 
the purpose of testing the null hypotheses, the children were grouped 
by grade (third and seventh) and gender. 
Description of the Project Change Treatment. Condition 
The ongoing Project Change Program had been in operation in the 
school district utilized in the present study for three school years. 
The overall purpose of the Project Change Program is to create 
positive attitudes toward the handicapped. To this end, 
non-handicapped children and their teachers are provided with 
first-hand experiences and knowledge about various handicapping 
conditions. The suggestion is that the negativism felt for the 
handicapped can be reduced and replaced by positive attitudes if a 
systematized body of information about handicaps is provided. Pre-
and post-testing of attitudes toward the handicapped, utilizing the 
Primary Attitude Survey or the Junior High Attitude Survey developed 
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for use with Project Change (see Appendix D for details) permits one 
to determine if such growth takes place, and enables one to compare 
this growth with the growth, if any, that takes place through mere 
exposure to the Project Change treatment condition. Project Change 
provides a sequentially organized curriculum. The units at the grade 
levels include three sections: The Introduction, including objectives 
and concepts; Activities; and Bibliography. The Introduction provides 
the rationale and basic background information for the unit. The 
behavioral obectives state the desired student responses. The 
activities section is composed of a series of lesson plans. Each 
lesson plan includes: A. Objectives; B. Materials; and C. Procedures. 
The curricula at both the third and seventh grade level consists of 
various types of activities. Included activities are: simulation 
activities where students experience handicapping conditions, 
filmstrips, movies, books, and guest speakers. Objectives, materials 
and activities presented at the seventh grade level is similar to the 
information presented at the third grade level, but it is somewhat 
more advanced in scope (see Appendix D for details). 
In the present investigation, the students in grades three and 
seven were pre-tested and post-tested in order to determine growth in 
skill levels. The students in grade three were given the Primary 
Skill Attainment List. This individually administered checklist was 
designed as a component of the Project Change treatment in order to 
measure knowledge of handicaps in children at the primary level. The 
checklist is untimed and requires an oral respQnse {see Table A for 
further information). The seventh grade students were given the 
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Junior High Skill Attainment List. This instrument is group 
administered and is a multiple choice test administered by the 
classroom teacher. It is specifically designed for Project Change in 
order to measure the knowledge of handicaps presented in the student 
curriculum (see Table A for further information). The children also 
were pre- and post-tested relative to their attitudes toward the 
handicapped as a component of the Project Change Treatment Condition. 
The third grade children were given the Primary Attitude Survey which 
is an individual multiple choice (5 option) thirty item instrument 
designed to provide an estimate of the non-handicapped subject's 
attitude toward handicapped individuals. The seventh grade students 
were given the Junior High Attitude Survey which is a group test that 
is administered to the class by the teacher. This instrument was 
specially designed for Project Change to measure attitudes in 
specified areas (see Table B for further information). 
Instrumentation 
The Classroom Integration Inventory 
The Classroom Integration Inventory (CII) (see Appendix B) 
developed by Haring, Stern and Cruickshank, was used to assess social 
distance (a measure of acceptance of educators with respect to the 
mainstreaming of handicapped children into the standard educational 
program). 
The CII covers ten areas of exceptionality with a total of six 
(6) items representing examples that are slight to severe in scope. 
The authors describe the ten areas of exceptionality as follows: 
Behavior Disorders, Emotional Disturbance, Impaired Hearing, Impaired 
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Speech, Impaired Vision, Orthopedic and Cardiac Disorders, Physical 
Attractiveness, Seizures, Retarded/Superior Intellectual Ability,· and 
Bowel and Bladder Incontinence. 
The Classroom Integration Inventory consists of 60 behavioral 
descriptions of exceptional children. Six items are included for each 
handicapping area. The classifications represented were not always 
clear due to the overlap among the designations. A cross section of 
various degrees and types of handicapping conditions are presented by 
the slight to severe descriptions of each handicapping area. 
The teacher respondents were asked to choose what they considered 
to be the best educational setting for each student described. Their 
choices were based on a continuum of five educational placement 
alternatives. They were then instructed that they alone were 
responsible for the placement decision. 
The Classroom Integration Inventory yields an attitude score that 
is calculated directly from the teachers' placement decisions and 
utilizes a five-point scale ranging from regular classroom placement 
to exclusion from the public school setting (5-l). The total attitude 
score is calculated by adding the responses to the 60 presented items. 
The total score reflects attitudes toward a cross section of types and 
degrees of handicapping conditions. 
The choices available to the teachers, representing a continuum 
of service provision, are the following: (1) moving the child farther 
from the regular classroom; (2) increase of support services provided 
to the regular classroom teacher; (3) decreased involvement on the 
part of the regular class teacher. The choice that the ~acher makes 
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on the Classroom Integration Inventory are viewed as a measure of 
attitudes toward the handicapped, in other words, social distance·, 
being represented by how near or far away from the regular class the 
teacher felt the particular student should be placed. Haring, Stern, 
and Cruickshank report a split half reliability of .84 (corrected). 
The alpha coefficient for the administration of all 60 items is 
reported as .94 (corrected). 
The demographic information requested from the participating 
teacher respondents includes: age, gender, years and type of teaching 
experience, educational training, present position, semester hours 
completed in special education course work, in-service hours in 
special education, present and previous experiences in mainstreaming 
(see Appendix C for details). 
The Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale 
The Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale was used to 
assess the attitudes of students toward the handicapped. This 
particular device was developed by Joseph Szuhay (1961) and has proven 
to be an encouraging approach to the measurement of children's 
feelings toward other children in group situations or activities. 
This sociometric measure differs from others in that choices are not 
made of actual persons, but rather of pictured persons in social and 
academic situations. The student was asked to identify with the child 
in the picture and the child was requested to choose one of five 
children to accompany him or her in the situation presented. Hence 
this measure can be viewed as a measure of social distance, wi~h 
points given depending on the amount of distance the student places 
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between him or her and the handicapped children. Some similarity can 
be noted between this instrument and the measure of social distante 
administered to the teachers who are participants in the present study 
(CII). The correlation between the Project Change Attitude measures 
and the Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale is expected to 
be high. 
The sociometric test is a technique for measuring the extent to 
which individuals are accepted by other group members. The choices 
are based on criteria which reflect actual situations or activities 
that meet this requirement of choosing associates based on criteria 
related to living in close proximity, working in close proximity, and 
spending leisure time together. 
Drawings of social situations in which a physically disabled, 
hearing impaired, or visually impaired child could participate with a 
non-disabled child are presented. Respondents are instructed to 
identify themselves as the non-disabled participants in the 
activities. An attempt is made to include criteria which covered the 
main aspects of group members personal and social relationships. 
Using a fixed number of choices has statistical and practical 
advantages (Bronfenbrenner, 1944). Research has shown that five 
choices can be made without difficulty and provide the most stable 
sociometric results (Gronlund, 1955). Therefore, five individual 
sketches of children are presented to participants to represent the 
groups from which the subjects would select in order to complete the 
social situation. 
Since children in the elementary school grades show sexual 
cleavage in their sociometric choices (Gronlund, 1959), the five 
individual sketches and the social situations depict boys and girls 
separately. 
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Ten social situations in which a physically handicapped, visually 
impaired or hearing impaired child could participate are presented. 
Each social situation depicts a non-handicapped boy, a non-handicapped 
girl, and a chair or area that is vacant that has to be filled in by 
one of the five individual sketches to be chosen by the subject. Of 
these five separate sketches, one is drawn as a physically handicapped 
child with crutches, another as either a visually or hearing impaired 
child, and the other three representing non-handicapped children. 
The figures on the social situation sketches are planned to 
represent children eight years of age, approximately the mean age of 
the subjects in the present research project (third graders), and 
children twelve years of age, the mean age of the seventh graders. 
The two sets of five sketches are proposed to resemble children of the 
suggested ages of eight and twelve. One set illustrates the child in 
the standing position and a second set in the sitting position. A set 
of boys are drawn for each of these ages and for both positions in 
addition to a set of girls, therefore the participants could choose 
from figures of their own sex and of approximately their own age (see 
Appendix E for an example). 
The ten social situations presented for use in the present 
investigation were the following: 
(1) sit by you in class 
(2) come to your party 
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(3) play card games with you 
(4) go home with you for lunch 
(5) sit by you on the bus 
(6) go with you to the movies 
(7) study with you at school 
(8) help you clean up the yard 
(9) live next door to you 
The tenth item was utilized to determine whether or not the 
subjects were making their choices with care, or not paying attention 
to the situation and seriously weighing the possibility of the 
handicapped child's performing the task within the social situation. 
The tenth situation was: 
(10) choose to be the fastest runner. 
The handicapped child wearing the leg brace and on crutches, or the 
visually impaired child, could not be the fastest. Therefore if the 
subject chose these responses they were not included in the study, and 
another subject was randomly selected from the original pool of 
possible participants. 
The standardized procedures for administering and scoring the 
CPSAS were as follows: The scale was originally designed by Szuhay to 
be administered individually to elementary school children and 
utilizes a modification of the sociometric technique. The drawings 
are presented to the subjects on a table or desk. The individual 
sketches of boys and girls at ages eight and thirteen are numbered on 
the reverse side from one to five, with the physically handicapped 
child designated as number 2, and the hearing impaired or visually 
handicapped child designated as number 4. The order of presentation 
of the set placed facing the students along side of the social 
situation is as follows: 
Situation #1 Cards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
Situation #2 Cards 2, 3, 4, 5, 1 
Situation #3 Cards 3, 4, 5, 1, 2 
Situation #4 Cards 4, 5, 1, 2, 3 
Situation #5 Cards 5, 1, 2, 3, 4 
Situation #6 Cards 1, 4, 3, 2, 5 
Situation #7 Cards 4, 3, 2, 5, 1 
Situation #8 Cards 3, 2, 5, 1, 4 
Situation #9 Cards 2, 5, 1, 4, 3 
Situation #10 Cards 5, 1, 4, 3, 2 
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When the scale is administered to boys, the figure of the girl on 
the social situation card is shielded by a cover. The set of five 
cards from which the subject is to choose are of his own sex. The 
male figure on the sketch of the social situation is covered when girl 
subjects are tested and the set of five drawings are female children. 
The examiner displays the Social Situation Card #1 on the table 
in front of the seated child. The five sketches of children in the 
sitting position, matching the sex and age of the subject, are 
side-by-side to the right of the social situation card. Verbal 
directions given to the student were as follows "Let's pretend this is 
you here"(pointing to the figure of the subjects sex on the social 
situation card). 
''Which of these children (pointing to individual sketches) would 
you like to have sit next to you in class?" 
After the student chooses, the choice is recorded and removed. 
The student was then asked: 
"From the remaining children, which would you choose next?" 
The examiner removed and recorded the second choice in the 
appropriate box on the score sheet after the student made the 
selection. 
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This procedure was followed for the third and fourth choices and 
then the remaining card was removed and its number recorded. The 
Situation Card #1 was also removed and set aside. 
The examiner then placed Social Situation Card #2 on the table 
facing the student and the set of five sketches of the children in the 
standing position as indicated in the instructions for Card #1. 
This procedure was followed for the remaining Social Situation 
cards until the student had made selections from the sets of five 
children to each of the ten situations. Scoring the selections 
recorded on the score sheet was done in the following manner: 
(a) If the subject chose the individual in the same sequence as 
presented to any of the ten Social Situations, his or her responses 
were not regarded as accurate. A substitute subject was then chosen 
for the study. 
(b) Another criterion which each subject had to meet was the 
selection of the drawing of the physically disabled child, or the 
hearing or visually impaired child, as fifth choice to the Social 
Situation Card #10. If the subject chose the disabled child as the 
faster runner than any of the non-disabled children in the set, his or 
• 
her responses were considered not accurate and another subject was 
selected at random from the class. 
In order to determine the scores of the student, selections on 
social Situation Card #10 were not tabulated but used for the above 
mentioned purposes. 
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The number of times the drawing of the disabled child (No. 2 and 
4) was chosen first is counted for the nine remaining social 
situations and recorded on the designated area on the score sheet. 
The total of second, third, fourth and fifth choices are likewise 
recorded in this area on the score sheet (see Appendix F for example). 
The total number of first choices are multiplied by 1; second 
choices by 2; third choices by 3; fourth choices by 4; and fifth 
choices by 5. These figures are ad4ed to denote the attitude toward 
the disabled/ handicapped score for the student. 
The possible range of scores is from 27 (being the most favorable 
attitude) to 81 (the most unfavorable attitude). The score of 54 is 
considered as the mid-point on the scale with scores numerically 
greater being viewed as negative, and scores numerically lower than 54 
as representing positive attitudes. 
Design and Statistical Analysis 
The first analytic par~digm presented (see Figure 1 for details) 
is relevant to testing null hypotheses 1 and 2 where the differences 
in attitudes toward the handicapped between the Teachers with 
Mainstreaming Experience (Xl) are compared with the Teachers without 
Mainstreaming Experience (X2) through a comparative analysis of total 
scores on the Classroom Integration Inventory. The second analytic 
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paradigm (see Figure 1 for details) compares the differences in the 
performance (total scores) on the Classroom Integration Inventory of 
the Teachers with inservice/special education training (Xl), with the 
Teachers without inservice/special education training (X2). The third 
analytic paradigm (see Figure 2 for details) compares the difference 
in the performance of the students on the Skill Attainment List across 
the groups XI .(Mainstreamed, Project Change Treatment, X2 
(Mainstreamed, No Treatment), X3 (Non-Mainstreamed, Project Change 
Treatment), and X4 (Non-Mainstreamed, No Treatment). The fourth 
analytic paradigm (see Figure 3 for details) presented is relevant to 
the testing of null hypotheses 4, 5 and 6 where the differences in the 
Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale scores are compared for 
both grade levels (third and seventh) and gender (boy or girl), and 
the presence (Xl and X3) or absence (X2 and X4) of Treatment (Project 
Change). 
Table 1 presents a list of the instruments to be used in the 
present study along with the associated constructs being assessed. 
Table 1 
Psychometrics 
Test 
Classroom Integration Inventory 
--Teachers 
Skill Attainment List--Project 
Change--Students 
Attitude Survey--Project Change--
Students 
Children's Picture Sociometric 
Attitude Scale--Students 
Constructs Assessed 
Social Distance--Attitudes 
toward Handicapped 
Knowledge of Handicaps 
Attitudes toward Handicapped 
Social Distance--Attitudes 
toward Handicapped 
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Figure 1 
Analytic Paradigm Related to Testing Null Hypotheses I and II 
Xl 
Teachers ~ith Mainstreaming 
Experience 
Classroom Integration 
Inventory Scores 
Xl 
Teachers ~ith inservice/ 
special education training 
Classroom Integration 
Inventory Scores 
Statistical Analysis: Simple 
Analysis of Variance 
T~o Grou; Design 
X2 
Teachers ~ithout Mainstreaming 
Experience 
Classroom Integration 
Inventory Scores 
X2 
Teachers ~ithout inservice/ 
special educat"ion training 
Classroom Integration 
Inventory Scores 
Dependent Variables 
CII scores 
(attitude to~ard handicapped 
learner measure) 
Independent Variables 
Experience 
Training 
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Figure 2 
Analytic Paradigm Related to Testing Null Hypothesis III 
Treatment 
(Project Change 
No Treatment 
Mainstreamed 
Skill Attainment 
List Scores 
Skill Attainment 
List Scores 
Non-Mainstreamed 
Skill Attainment 
List Scores 
Skill Attainment 
List Scores 
Statistical Analysis: 2 X 2 Factorial Anova 
Four Group Design XY 
XY 
XY 
XY 
Dependent Variables 
Skill Attainment 
List Scores 
(measure of knowledge 
of handicaps) 
Independent Variables 
Mainstreaming/No Mainstreaming 
Project Change/No Project Change 
Treatment 
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Figure 3 
Analytic Paradigm Related to Testing Null Hypotheses IV, V, and. VI 
Third Grade (n=40) Seventh Grade (n=40) 
Main-
streamed 
Non-Main- Main-
streamed streamed 
Non-Main-
streamed 
Boys CHILDREN'S PICTURE 
Treatment 
(Project Change) 
No Treatment 
Girls 
Boys 
Girls 
SOCIOMETRIC 
ATTITUDE SCALE 
SCORES 
Statistical Analysis: 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 Factorial Anova 
Dependent Variables 
Children's Picture 
Sociometric Attitude 
Scale Scores 
(attitude toward handi-
caped learners measure) 
Independent Variables 
Age 
Gender 
Mainstreaming/No Mainstreaming 
Project Change Treatment/ 
No Project Change Treatment 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Results Related to Testing Null Hypotheses I and II 
The previously stated null hypotheses relating to the teachers' 
previous experience with the handicapped learner and/or special 
education course work will be reviewed. An examination of the 
teachers' attitudes will be conducted relative to the Classroom 
Integration Inventory Scores. 
A preliminary examination of the intercorrelations among the 
selected variables of previous contact or experience with the 
handicapped learner, special education hours earned or inservice 
training and the Classroom Integration Inventory total score revealed 
that previous experience and special education course training were 
significantly related to overall CII scores. A 2 x 2 factorial 
analysis of variance was conducted by partitioning the two variables 
of previous experience with the handicapped (previous experience 
versus inexperience) and special education course hours (none versus 
one or more) where differences in attitudes toward the handicapped 
learner served as the dependent variable. Table 2 presents the mean 
scores on the overall CII along with their respective standard 
deviations. A summary of the results of the analysis of variance of 
total CII scores for the groups established by virtue of special 
education hours taken (none versus one or more), and previous 
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Total x 
CII S.D 
Total 
CII 
189.3 
17.9 
X 
Table 2 
The Mean Performance Scores on the Classroom Integration Inventory 
by Previous Experience in Mainstreaming and Special Education Hours 
Teachers Previously 
Experienced in Mainstreaming 
(32) 
No Special 
Education 
Courses (22) 
181.7 
Special 
Education 
Courses (10) 
206.1 
Teachers Previously 
Inexperienced in 
Mainstreaming (14) 
No Special 
Education 
Courses (7) 
169.3 
Special 
Education 
Courses (7) 
193.3 
S.D 10.3 19.9 13.9 14.8 
178.7 
12.3 
200.8 
18.7 
181.3 
18.6 
experience with the handicapped learner (experienced versus 
inexperienced) is presented in Table 3. 
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Total CII scores were found to be related to teachers' previous 
experience with the handicapped learner. The main effect produced an 
~ (1, 42) = 7.46 E .0092. Reference to Table 2 reveals that the 
previously experienced teachers expressed favorable attitudes toward 
handicapped learners. Their mean total CII score was 189.3 with a 
standard deviation of 17.9, while those without experience with the 
handicapped produced a mean score of 181.3 with a standard deviation 
of 18.6. The participation of teachers in special education courses 
work was found to be directly related to the attitudes toward the 
handicapped learner~ (1, 42) = 27.53 E .001. Teachers who reported 
special education coursework expressed the most favorable attitudes 
toward the handicapped learner. Their mean total CII score was 200.8 
with a standard deviation of 18.7 while those without special 
education coursework earned a mean score of 178.7 with a standard 
deviation of 12.3. Although no significant interaction was found to 
be present between special education training and previous experience 
with the handicapped learner, it should be noted that in all cases 
those who have taken special education courses achieved higher 
attitude scores as measured by the CII than those who had not taken 
special education courses. 
Therefore, given that which is reported above, null hypotheses I 
and II were rejected. These findings indicated a significant main 
effect for experience with handicapped learners and training in 
special education on the part of the teacher participants. That is to 
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Table 3 
Analysis of Variance for the Full-Scale CII 
Sum of ?>lean 
Source of Variation DFS Squares Squares F Ratio 
Previous Experience 1 1474.04 1474.04 7.46** 
Special Education Hours 1 5437.12 5437.12 27.53** 
Previous Experience 
X 
Special Education Honors 1 .40 .40 0.00 
Within Groups 42 8294.52 197.48 
Total 45 15037.21 
** = p .01 
say that teachers appeared to relate more positively to the 
handicapped learners after exposure to them. 
Results Related to Testing Null Nypothesis Ill 
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The previously stated null hypothesis relating to the regular 
education students' measured skill levels relative to knowledge of 
handicaps and handicapping conditions will be reviewed relative to the 
Skill Attainment List scores. 
An examination of the correlations between the selected variables 
of some experience or contact with the handicapped learner, exposure 
to the Project Change Treatment condition and the Skills Test total 
score revealed that previous experience and the Project Change 
Treatment condition were significantly related to the overall Skills 
Test scores. An analysis of covariance, utilizing the Skills pretest 
as a covariate was performed. Results indicated that total Skill 
Attainment List scores were directly related to students' experience 
with handicapped learners and/or their exposure to the Project Change 
treatment condition. The two variable partitions of levels of 
experience with the handicapped learner and exposure versus 
nonexposure to the Project Change Treatment condition were analyzed in 
terms of their main or direct contributions to the differences in 
acquired skill levels pertaining to knowledge of handicaps and 
handicapping conditions. Table 4 presents the mean pre-test scores on 
the Skills Test along with their respective standard deviations. The 
test of equality of means which was run for the Skills pre-test 
revealed no significant differences in means on the pre-test measures. 
Table 5 presents the mean post-test scores on the Skills Test along 
Table 4 
The Mean Performance Pre-Test Scores on the Skills Test 
by Previous Experience and Project Change Treatment 
Total Skills x 13.35 S.D 3.03 Total Skills x 13.77 S.D 3.14 
Students Not Exposed to 
Mainstreaming (40) 
Total X 
Sk:Uls Test S.D 
Project Change 
No Project Change 
Students Exposed to 
Mainstreaming (40) 
No Project 
Change Treatment 
(20) 
13.55 
3.76 
13.45 
3.50 
Project 
Change 
(20) 
13.15 
2.16 
No Project 
Change Treatment 
13.67 
2.63 
(20) 
13.35 
3.31 
Project 
Change 
(20) 
14.20 
2.98 
Table 5 
The Mean Performance Post-Test Scores on the Skills Test 
by Previous Experience and Project Change Treatment 
Total Skill~ x 17.50 S.D 3.80 Total Skills x 15.63 S.D 4.66 
Students Not Exposed to 
Mainstreaming (40) 
Total X 
Skills Test S.D 
Project Change 
No Project Change 
Students Exposed to 
Mainstreaming (40) 
No Project 
Change Trea,tment 
(20) 
16.15 
3.76 
14.55 
4.14 
Project 
Change 
(20) 
18.85 
3.42 
No Project 
Change Treatment 
(20) 
18.57 
3.53 
12.95 
3.97 
Project 
Change 
(20) 
18.30 
3. 70 
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with their respective standard deviations. A summary of the results 
of the analysis of covariance of the total Skills Test scores for· the 
groups established by virtue of exposure or nonexposure to the Project 
Change Treatment condition, and experience or inexperience with 
handicapped learners is presented in Table 6. 
Total Skills Test scores were found to be related to students' 
experience with handicapped learners through exposure to mainstreaming 
within their classrooms. The main effect produced an~ (1, 75) = 
33.54, £ .0001. Reference to Table 5 reveals that students previously 
experienced with mainstreaming through exposure to handicapped 
learners within their classrooms displayed more knowledge of handicaps 
and handicapping conditions. Their mean total Skills Test score was 
17.50 with a standard deviation of 3.80, while those without this 
exposure to the handicapped produced a mean score of 15.63 with a 
standard deviation of 4.66. The participation of the students in the 
Project Change Treatment condition was also found to be directly 
related to acquisition of knowledge relative to handicaps and 
handicapping conditions i! (1, 75) = 89.68, £ .0001). Those students 
who were involved in the Project Change Treatment condition displayed 
more knowledge of handicapping conditions. Their mean total Skills 
Test score was 18.57 with a standard deviation of 3.53 while those 
without the Project Change Treatment condition earned a mean score of 
14.55 with a standard deviation of 4.14. No significant interaction 
was found to be present between the Project Change Treatment condition 
and the previous exposure to ~ainstreaming the handicapped learner. 
Therefore, given that which is reported above, null hypothesis 
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Table 6 
Analysis of Covariance for the Skills Test Students 
Sum of Mean 
Source of Variation DFS Squares Squares F Ratio 
Previous Experience l 107.23 107.23 33.54** 
Project Change Treatment l 286.70 286.70 89.68** 
Previous Experience 
X 
Project Change Treatment l 8.85 8.85 2.77 
Pretest-Ski 11 s l 810.48 810.48 253.52 
Within Groups 75 239.76 3.19 
Total 79 1479.68 
** = p .01 
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Ill was rejected. The findings indicated significant increased 
knowledge of handicaps and handicapping conditions for both the 
Project Change Treatment student participants, and those students who 
were exposed to handicapped learners within their classrooms. 
Results Related to Testing Null Hypotheses IV, V, and VI 
The previously stated null hypotheses relating to the attitudes 
of the regular education students experience with handicapped learners 
and/or exposure to the Project Change treatment condition will be 
reviewed. An examination of the students' attitudes will be conducted 
relative to the Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale. 
An examination of the intercorrelations among the selected 
variables of nonexposure to handicapped learners on the part of the 
students, who either participated or did not participate in the 
Project Change treatment condition, revealed that the involvement in 
the treatment condition was significantly related to the student's 
attitude toward the handicapped learner as expressed on the Children's 
Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale. The two variables of nonexposure 
to handicapped learners on the part of the students and the Project 
Change treatment condition (exposure or nonexposure) were analyzed in 
light of their main contributions to the differences in attitudes 
expressed toward the handicapped learner as reflected on their overall 
score on the Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale (CPSAS). 
Table 7 presents the mean scores on the overall CPSAS along with their 
respective standard deviations. A summary of the results of the 
analysis of variance of the total CPSAS scores for the groups 
established by virtue of age, Project Change treatment condition, 
Table 7 
The Mean Performance Scores on the Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale 
by Exposure to Handicapped Learners and Project Change Treatment Condition 
Total 
CPS AS 
Total 
CPSAS 
Total 
CP~AS 
PJ:"Qject Chan,ge 
'l'otal 
CPSAS 
No Project Change 
Students Exposed to Handicapped 
Learners (40) 
X 43.38 
S.D 11.78' 
X 
S.D 
No Project 
Change 
(20) 
45.90 
10.31 
48.25 
10.88 
Project 
Change 
(20) 
40.85 
12.85 
Students Not Exposed to 
Handicapped Learners (40) 
46.32 
12.14 
No Project 
Change 
(20) 
50.60 
11.18 
41.45 
12.18 
Project 
Change 
(20) 
42.05 
11.78 
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exposure to handicapped learners, and the interactions involved with 
the Project Change treatment condition with gender, age and exposure 
to handicapped learners is presented in Table 8. 
Total CPSAS scores were found to be significantly related to the 
age of the students at the time of assessment. The main effect 
produced an! (1, 65) = 1157.96, £ .0001. Reference to Table 9 
reveals that third grade students, both male and female, expressed 
more favorable attitudes toward handicapped learners than did their 
seventh grade counterparts. Their mean CPSAS score was 35.00 with a 
standard deviation of 8.10, while the students at the seventh grade 
level produced a mean score of 54.70 with a standard deviation of 
5.10. Since the lower score reflects the most positive attitude on 
the CPSAS, it is clear that there is a significant difference 
displayed by age or grade level. The participation of students in the 
Project Change treatment condition was found to be directly related to 
the attitudes toward the handicapped learner as measured by the CPSAS 
1! (1, 64) = 292.90, £ .0001). Those students who participated in the 
Project Change Treatment condition expressed the more favorable 
attitudes toward the handicapped learner. Their mean total CPSAS 
score was 41.45 with a standard deviation of 12.18 while those without 
this exposure to the treatment condition earned a mean score of 48.25 
with a standard deviation of 12.3. Total CPSAS scores were found to 
be related to students exposure to handicapped learners within their 
classrooms. This main effect produced an! (1, 64) = 98.45, £ .0001. 
Reference to Table 7 illustrates that those stude~ts who had been 
exposed to handicapped learners through mainstreaming within their 
, 
. 
!~"· 
Table 8 
Analysis of Variance for the Children's Picture 
Sociometric Attitude Scale 
Source of Variation 
Age 
Treatment 
Exposure to Handicapped Learners 
Gender 
X 
Project Change Treatment 
Age 
X 
Project Change Treatment 
Project Change Treatment 
X 
Exposure to Handicapped Learners 
* = p .05 
** = p .0001 
R-Square 
0.960939 
DFS 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Sum of 
Squares 
3264.01 
825.61 
277.51 
12.01 
19.01 
15.31 
Mean 
Squares 
3264.01 
825.61 
277.51 
12.01 
19.01 
15.31 
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F Ratio 
1157.96** 
292.90** 
98.45** 
4.26* 
6. 75* 
5.43* 
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Table 8 (continued) 
Sum of Mean 
Source of Variation DFS Squares Squares F Ratio 
Sex 1 .11 .11 .04 
Sex X Age 1 .61 . 61 .22 
Sex X Exposure to Handicapped 1 1.01 1.01 .36 
Age X Exposure to Handicapped 1 6.61 6.61 2.35 
Sex X Age X Project Change 1 2.11 2.11 . 7 5 
Sex X Age 
X Exposure to Handicapped 1 2.81 2.81 1.00 
Age X Project Change 
X Exposure to Handicapped 1 6.61 6.61 2.35 
Sex X Age X Project Change 
X Exposure to Handicapped 2 4.62 2.31 .82 
Within Group 64 180.40 2.81 
Total 79 4618.38 
Table 9 
The Mean Performance Scores on the Children's Picture 
Sociometric Attitude Scale by Grade Level and Gender 
Third Grade Students Seventh Grade 
(40) (40) 
Male Female Male 
(20) (20) (20) 
Total CPSAS X 35. 70 34.30 55.10 
S.D 8.84 7.43 5.04 
X 35.00 54.70 
S.D 8.10 5.10 
Students 
Female 
(20) 
54.30 
5.26 
classrooms expressed more favorable attitudes toward the handicapped 
learner as measured by the CPSAS. Their mean total CPSAS score was 
43.38 with a standard deviation of 11.78, while those without 
comparable experience with handicapped learners within their 
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classrooms produced a mean score of 46.32 with a standard deviation of 
12.14. Table 8 presents the findings for the significant interaction 
that was found to be present between gender and Project Change 
treatment condition~ (1, 64) = 4.26, ~ .04). A graphic depiction of 
that interaction is presented in Figure 4. Further reference to Table 
8 indicates that an interaction is evident between age (represented by 
grade levels three and seven) and Project Change treatment condition 
~ (1, 64) = 6.75, ~ .01). Figure 5 provides an illustration of this 
interaction. Final reference to Table 8 also indicates that the 
exposure of students to handicapped learners within their classrooms 
and participation in the Project Change treatment condition resulted in 
an interaction (as depicted in Figure 6) which is shown to have a 
significant result~ (1, 64) = 5.43, ~ .02). Since these 
interactions are ordinal the inferences relative to the differences in 
the main effects are not confounded. 
Highly significant negative correlations were obtained when the 
Project Change Attitude measures were analyzed in relation to the 
Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude scale scores. Since a 
positive attitude is represented by an increase in score on the 
Project Change Attitude measure, while a decrease in score represents 
an increase in positive attitudes on the Children's ~icture 
Sociometric Attitude Scale, these findings are consistent with 
Figure 4 
Interaction of Gender and Project Change Treatment Condition 
on the Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale 
45 
40 
No 
Project Chan.e:e 
Treatment Condition 
Female 
40.75 
Project Change 
Treatment Condition 
66 
60 
40 
30 
67 
Figure 5 
Interaction of Age and Project Change Treatment on the 
Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale 
574+5 
51.95 
Seventh Grade Third Grade 
No Project Change 
Treatment 
Project Change 
45 
40 
68 
Figure 6 
Interaction of Experience with Handicapped Learners and 
Project Change Treatment Condition on the CPSAS 
No 
Project Change 
Treatment Condition 
No 
Exposure to 
Handicapped Learners 
Exposure to 
40.~5 ·Handicapped Learners 
Project Change 
Treatment Condition 
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expectations. A summary of these correlations are presented in Table 
10. 
Theref~re, given that which is reported above, null hypotheses IV, V, 
and VI were rejected. Results indicated significant main effects for 
age, treatment, exposure to handicapped learners, in addition to 
interactions involving gender and treatment, age and treatment, and 
treatment with exposure. 
Summary of Results 
H1: The relationship between previous experience with 
handicapped learners and the positive attitudes expressed toward 
mainstreaming the handicapped learner was established for our teaching 
population. Those teachers with previous experience with handicapped 
learners scored higher attitude scores than those who did not have 
this type of experience. Therefore, null hypothesis I was rejected. 
Hz: The relationship between special education course work and 
positive attitudes toward the handicapped learner was confirmed for 
our teacher sample. 'Those teachers who reported having completed 
special education course work scored significantly higher attitude 
scores than those who reported no such course work.l Therefore, null 
hypothesis II was rejected. 
H3: A statistically significant difference was found on the 
scores of the Skill Attainment measure between those groups who 
participated in the Project Change treatment condition and those who 
did not participate in the Project Change treatment condition. 
Therefore, null hypothesis III was rejected. 
H4: A significant relationship was found between the favorable 
Table 10 
Correlation Coefficients of the Project Change Attitude Measures 
and the Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale 
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Male (40) Female (40) All Students (80) 
Pretests 
Post tests 
r = -.865 
r = -.855 
r = -. 942 
r = -.902 
r = -.892 
r = -.897 
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attitude scores obtained by students who participated in the Project 
Change treatment condition. Those students who did not participate in 
the treatment condition expressed more negative attitude scores with 
consistency. Therefore, null hypothesis IV was rejected. 
H5 : Those students who were exposed to handicapped learners 
within their classrooms, while not participating in the Project Change 
treatment condition, displayed a statistically significant gain in 
positive attitudes toward the handicapped learner when compared with a 
comparable group who were not exposed to handicapped learners within 
their classrooms or the Project Change treatment condition. 
Therefore, null hypothesis V was rejected. 
H6: Significantly more positive attitudes were expressed by the 
third grade students when compared with the seventh grade population. 
Although the female students at both grade levels expressed more 
positive attitudes than the males, these results were not found to be 
statistically significant. Based on these findings, null hypothesis 
VI was rejected. 
In general it can be stated that, based on the findings of the 
present investigation, significantly more positive attitudes toward 
handicapped learners were expressed by those who have had experience 
or contact with handicapped learner~, and/or have participated in 
training courses designed to increase their knowledge of handicapping 
conditions. Furthermore, third grade students expressed more positive 
attitudes than seventh grade students, with the female students 
expressing more positive attitudes than their male counterparts. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The present investigation produced a number of interesting 
findings. Not surprisingly, exposure to special education training or 
course work demonstrated a consistent relationship with those 
attitudes expressed by the participating teachers. A comparison of 
special education training and the relationship to attitudes, while 
taking into account previous experience or inexperience with handi-
capped learners, produced outcomes worthy of particular attention. 
Consistent with the theory of cognitive dissonance, those 
teachers who reported previous experience with the handicapped 
displayed more positive attitudes than those who did not report this 
type of previous experience. A large number (22) of those teachers 
who reported having previous experience, but no special education 
training, were found to express more positive attitudes toward the 
handicapped learners than their inexperienced counterparts. With the 
sample of teacher respondents reported here, it appears that 
experience with handicapped learners resulted in the development of 
positive attitudes that were statistically significant when compared 
with the inexperienced .sample. Consistent with the theory of 
cognitive dissonance the behavior of experience with handicapped 
learners may have lead to the observed positive attitudes. If it is 
true, as a number of studies indicated, that many regular educators 
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are strongly opposed to the concept of mainstreaming the handicapped 
learner into the regular classroom setting, while at the same time 
these same educators profess to be philosophically committed to the 
public educational system and each child's right to avail themselves 
of the educational system to the maximum extent possible, the 
resultant "dissonance" can be understood. The experience of 
mainstreaming the handicapped learner, when viewed in isolation, 
appears to have resulted in a reduction of that dissonant state 
thereby increasing positive attitudes toward the handicapped learner. 
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An in-depth analysis of the data collected on the students who 
participated in the investigation revealed that those students who 
participated in the Project Change treatment condition demonstrated an 
increased knowledge of handicaps when compared with those students who 
did not participate in the treatment condition. This finding was 
expected; however, it is of particular interest to note that those 
students who were exposed to mainstreaming, but did not participate in 
the Project Change treatment condition, displayed a significantly 
greater knowledge of handicaps when compared to that population of 
students who were exposed to neither handicapped learners or the 
treatment condition. It would appear that contact (i.e., the 
classroom educational and social interaction), resulted in a natural 
interest and increased knowledge of handicaps and handicapping 
conditions. 
Those students who were participants in the Project Change 
treatment condition, whether exposed to handicapped learners in their 
classrooms or not, displayed the most consistent positive attitudes 
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when evaluated on the Children's Picture Sociometric Attitude Scale. 
These findings support the notion that increased cognitive knowledge 
results in understanding that in turn reduces the dissonant state 
generated by the presence of the handicapped child, thus resulting in 
increases in positive attitudes. Once again, as in the case of the 
Skill Attainment List findings, the structured educational and social 
interaction that was possible through exposure to handicapped learners 
within their classrooms resulted in significantly more positive 
attitudes for those students who were exposed, but did not participate 
in the Project Change treatment condition. The contact variable, as 
in the case of the teaching population, directly influenced the 
formation of positive attitudes toward the handicapped learner 
(dissonance reduction). 
An analysis comparing the students on the basis of age or grade 
level revealed that the third grade children possessed more favorable 
attitudes, at a highly significant level, than the seventh grade 
students. Third grade students were more influenced to positive 
attitude gains when exposed to the 'Project Change' treatment condition 
than the seventh grade students. These findings could be interpreted 
to indicate that although the advanced age of the students at the 
seventh grade level would assume greater knowledge, either through 
experience or instruction, it appears that other factors are 
influencing the formation of less p~sitive attitudes. It is possible 
that social pressures exhibited at this adolescent age level could 
result in less accepting a tt_itudes toward the handicapped learner. 
This point is further illustrated by the regression in mean score that 
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observed to take place at the seventh grade level in the class which 
neither participated in the Project Change treatment condition nor was 
exposed to handicapped learners. Their third grade counterparts 
displayed small increases in mean scores, on all measures utilized, 
suggesting that less social pressure is exhibited at this age level. 
The egocentric adolescent at the seventh grade level may be more 
threatened with the concept of physical limitations, while at the same 
time being more easily influenced by peer social pressure in their 
decisions. Students at this beginning adolescent stage of development 
have, as a major goal, acceptance by their fellow students; thus, they 
try to look and dress according to the norm. The female student's 
decisions may be influenced by the feelings that these factors 
engender. The adolescent male may be more influenced by the 
importance of physical capability and may find it particularly 
frightening to be confronted with a person who lacks control of his or 
her body. The possibility of losing some physical capability that is 
taken for granted may cause the student to want to shut out any 
individual who displays physical dependency. The students at the 
third grade level, on the other hand, may be reflecting attitudes that 
are more subject to the influence of their parents or society as a 
whole, and may tend to behave in a more democratic manner as a result 
of the influence of the teaching of the schools. Children in the 
higher elementary grades may be more influenced by their peers as they 
begin the stage of development where independence from parents is 
characteristic. 
Female subjects expressed more positive attitudes than male 
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subjects toward the handicapped learner. Female students exposed to 
the Project Change treatment condition displayed the most positive 
attitudes at both grade levels. The acknowledged gaps in male and 
female developmental rate could account for· these differences in 
scores. In addition, the male subjects may have based their 
selections on physical ability for participation in the various social 
situations that were presented on the CPSAS; while the female subjects 
may have placed less importance on this dimension. It is generally 
accepted that female students mature more rapidly than their male 
counterparts, in this case displaying more accepting attitudes with 
consistency. 
In summary, based on the findings of the present investigation, 
it can be stated that significantly more positive attitudes toward 
handicapped learners were expressed by those who have had experience 
or contact with handicapped learners, and/or participated in training 
courses designed to increase their knowledge of handicapping 
conditions. These findings were found to relate positively to 
positive attitudes toward the handicapped learner for both teacher and 
student participants. Furthermore, third grade student participants 
expressed more positive attitudes toward the handicapped than their 
seventh grade counterparts, with the female students expressing more 
positive attitudes than the male students at both grade levels. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
1. Further research using a_ larger sample of regular education 
teachers would be beneficial in determining how scores on the overall 
CII are correlated with special education training, and previous 
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experience with the handicapped learner. 
2. Further research using a larger sample would be helpful in 
obtaining the number of comparable respondent groups needed to examine 
the attitudes of teachers in a given community (rural,_ city, etc.) in 
relation to the attitudes of regular education teachers in other 
communities. 
3. Continuing research is indicated in the area of special 
education course work and inservice as they relate to the development 
of attitudes toward handicapped learners. The focus of these studies 
should be upon those teachers who are experienced in mainstreaming and 
yet have no training in the area of special education. Since a 
significant positive effect was found for those who reported training 
in the area of special education, this research should include an 
analysis of the types.of courses and the topics of inservice that were 
found to have the most beneficial effect on attitudes. Results could 
be utilized in order to modify existing teacher training programs. 
4. The sample of students upon which the testing was completed 
was limited to a suburban, middle-class community. A larger sample 
from a wider geographical area could be studied in order to 
investigate more fully the differences of attitudes toward handicapped 
learners at all grade levels. 
5. Other measures could be developed to administer to the 
student subjects. For the purpose of this study, the social 
situations on the CPSAS were projected to be similar to their actual 
behaviors in real life situations. If observations of the children 
could be made by a trained observer in actual social situations in 
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which handicapped learners were participating, a more reliable 
assessment of the attitudes of the students might be made. 
6. Changes in attitudes of the same child as he or she 
progressed through the grades might be studied by means of a 
longitudinal study. These findings might not be consistent with the 
findings of the present investigation. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
It has been determined by many investigators that regular 
education teachers' and students' attitudes are closely tied to the 
effectiveness of education of the handicapped learner. In the present 
study, it was assumed that if mainstreaming, as mandated by Public Law 
94-142, is to succeed regular education teachers and students should 
develop positive attitudes toward handicapped learners. In the past, 
research findings have shown that regular education teachers have 
generally displayed negative attitudes toward the mainstreaming of 
handicapped learners into their classrooms. Regular education 
students have also been found to reflect negative attitudes toward 
their handicapped classmates. 
The teacher sample consisted of two school sites which had 
special education programs including handicapped learners in 
self-contained special education programs. An additional school which 
did not have any self-contained special programs for a period of 11 
years was also included in the study. The Classroom Integration 
Inventory and a demographic information form were administered to the 
46 teacher participants. 
In addition, 80 student subjects were selected for involvement in 
the investigation at the third and seventh grade level. The student 
subjects were matched on gender, socio-economic level, intelligence, 
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exposure or nonexposure to handicapped learners within their 
classrooms (mainstreaming), and the participation or non-participation 
in the Project Change treatment condition. The Skill Attainment Lists 
and Attitude measures developed to assess the Project Change treatment 
condition at both grade levels, and the Children's Picture Sociometric 
Attitude Scale were administered to the student respondents. 
The results indicated that there was a relationship between a 
favorable attitude toward handicapped learners and their previous 
experience with the handicapped (mainstreaming). This result was 
statistically significant. Those teachers who reported no previous 
experience with handicapped learners scored significantly lower than 
teachers who reported such experience. The relationship between a 
favorable attitude toward handicapped learners and the taking of 
special education course work was confirmed. Teachers who reported 
special education course work expressed more favorable attitudes 
toward the handicapped learner than those who had not taken special 
education courses. The relationship between increased knowledge of 
the handicapped and exposure to the Project Change treatment condition 
was confirmed for our student population. The relationship between 
increased knowledge of the handicapped and exposure to handicapped 
learners within their classrooms (mainstreaming) was also confirmed 
for our student population. These results were found to be highly 
significant. Those students who were exposed to handicapped learners 
displayed more positive attitudes, while those who participated in the 
Project Change treatment condition displayed the most positive 
attitudes toward the handicapped learner. 
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Findings also indicated that the relationship between a favorable 
attitude toward the handicapped learner and the participation in the 
Project Change treatment condition was confirmed for our student 
population. That is to say that those students who were exposed to 
the Project Change treatment condition scored significantly higher 
attitude scores than those who were not exposed to the Project Change 
treatment condition. Furthermore, the relationship between a 
favorable attitude toward the handicapped learner and the exposure to 
handicapped learners within their classroom (mainstreaming) was 
confirmed for our student population. A significant increase in 
positive attitudes was found in the group that was exposed to 
handicapped classmates, when compared to the group that was not 
exposed to such classmates. Finally, the relationship between 
favorable attitudes toward handicapped learners and age or grade level 
was confirmed for our student population. This result was found to be 
statistically significant. Third grade students were found to possess 
significantly more positive attitudes toward handicapped learners than 
seventh grade students. Female students at both grade levels 
displayed more positive attitudes than their male classmates. Third 
grade students were more influenced to positive attitude gains when 
exposed to the Project Change treatment condition than the seventh 
grade students. Those students who were both exposed to handicapped 
learners within their classrooms (mainstreaming) and participated in 
the Project Change treatment condition displayed the most positive 
attitudes of the student population. 
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APPENDIX A 
LISTING OF SCHOOLS 
Chippewa School 
Navago Heights School 
Independence Junior High School 
16 Teachers 
14 Teachers 
16 Teachers 
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APPENDIX B 
CLASSROOM INTEGRATION INVENTORY 
by 
Norris G. Haring 
George G. Stern 
William M. Cruickshank 
(1978) 
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Teachers are ordinarily faced with a wide variety of problems arising 
from the many different kinds of students they work with each day. On 
the following pages you will find brief descriptions of the behavior 
of a number of exceptional children. In each case you are to indicate 
how you would prefer to handle the situation if the decision were 
entirely up to you. 
DIRECTIONS: Read each item and mark the appropriate letter in the 
space to the left of each item as follows: 
A If you feel you could handle such a student in your regular 
classroom without any fundamental change in your present procedures. 
B If you feel you could handle such a student in your regular 
classroom provided advice from a specialist or consultant was 
occasionally made available to you whenever you felt a need for 
such aid in dealing with some particular problem. 
C If you feel you could handle such a student in your regular 
classroom provided there was a full-time specialist available at 
your school who could provide supplementary training for the student 
and frequent consultation with you. 
0 If you feel that such a student would benefit most by being assigned 
to a special class or school. 
E If you feel that such a child cannot be handled probably within the 
context of regular or special public education. 
A Regular Classroom 
B Part-Time Aid 
C Full-Time Aid 
D Special Class/School 
E Not for Public Education 
1. Alfred is defiant and stubborn, likely to argue with the 
teacher, be willfully disobedient, and otherwise interfere 
with normal classroom discipline. 
2. Barbara wears thick glasses, and her eye-balls jerk spas-
modically from side to side; she can't see the blackboard 
very well, and reads poorly. 
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3. Chuck can get about only in a wheelchair; someone must move 
it for him, or carry him in their arms, because he is unable 
to control any of his limbs. 
4. Donald is six years old and does not speak very much: what 
he does say is indistinct and childish, with many missing 
or incorrect sounds. 
5. Earl is eight and wears cowboy boots to class because he 
hasn't learned to tie his own shoelaces: he is generally 
cheerful and well-behaved, but talks very little and is 
incapable of following any but the most simple instructions. 
6. Florence is immature and oversensitive, likely to burst into 
tears at the slightest provocation. 
7. When Alice wears her hearing aide she hears as well as any 
other youngster: her voice sounds flat and hollow, and is 
somewhat unpleasant to hear. 
8. Suzy frequently gets so excited she loses control of herself 
and wets the floor. 
9. Ruth is very muct1 like other eleven-year-olds is most · 
respects but occasionally, during the day, a rhythmical 
quiver will pass over her face and she becomes totally 
ablivious for a few seconds . 
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..... 10. Roger's face was severely disfigured in an auto accident: 
although he is completely recovered physically, the surgeons 
do not expect to be able to make his appearance more 
acceptable for many years . 
..... 11. Alan wears a leg brace and walks with the aide of crutches: 
he gets along quite well by himself though, and ordinarily 
needs no help from anyone. · 
..... 12. Bernard is a bully, given to teasing other children and 
provoking fights with them . 
..... 13. Cora is supposed to have a hearing loss, but she seems to 
hear all right when she sits at the right end of the front 
row of seats . 
..... 14. Debby cannot use bathroom facilities unless someone is there 
to help her: she is perfectly capable of making her needs 
known in ample time to avoid accidents . 
..... 15. Clara has a noticeable scar on her upper lip: her speech seems 
to be coming through her nose, and she is hard to understand . 
..... 16. Dotty is eight: she has difficulty following the class, and 
doesn't seem able to learn to read at all . 
..... 17. Eight-year-old Edward sucks his thumb all the time: apparently 
indifferent to the reactions of parents, teachers, or other 
children. 
..... 18. Every few weeks, without any warning, Stella will have a 
violent physical convulsion during which she may bite her 
tongue or lose control of her sphincters: after several 
minutes she returns to consciousness with a severe head-
ache, nausea, and acute feelings of depression . 
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..... 19. Sylvia's height is grotesque: she towers over every other 
child in elementary school and wears adult-size clothes . 
..... 20. Flora has neither bladder nor bowel control and must be 
taken to the bathroom at frequent intervgls . 
..... 21. David squints through his eye-glasses , even when he sits 
at the front of the room, and cannot read the blackboard or 
his book quite as rapidly as many of the other children . 
..... 22. Occasionally Edward will repeat a sound two or three times 
before he seems able to go on: he speaks when called on, 
but does not volunteer much . 
..... 23. Chuck doesn't seem to catch on to things as quickly as most, 
and needs to have things explained over and over again: 
eventually, though, he appears to learn everything the others 
do even though it has taken longer . 
..... 24. Doris is slow, absent-minded, and a daydreamer: she seems 
unusually quiet and withdrawn, avoids others, and is inhibited 
and restrained in her behavior . 
..... 25. Every hour or so Henry stares upwards at the ceiling for several 
seconds and loses consciousness: he has been like this for 
several years but is otherwise developing normally . 
..... 26. Fred can feel the vibrations of loud music from a radio or 
phonograph, knows when a door has been slammed, but does not 
hear speech unless it is shouted. 
..... 27. Greg tires easily and needs frequent noportunities to · 
rest: excessive stimulation or excitement must also be 
avoided . 
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..... 28. Harold is a capable student but has a physical defect which 
appears to evoke laughter, ridicule, avoidance and rejection 
from the other children . 
..... 29. Irv is sexually precocious: masturbates in class, uses 
obscene language, and has made advances to several girls in 
his class . 
..... 30. Jane can tell the direction from which the sunshine enters 
her classroom: she cannot read the letters in an ordinary 
book . 
..... 31. Albert does not pronounce all of his speech sounds correctly, 
but can be understood . 
..... 32. Betty is only a little over seven but she can read the fifth 
grade reader very well: however, her handwriting is poor 
and she is about average in most other things . 
..... 33. Chester is deceitful, tells lies, and cheats in school and at 
play: he has been involved in several thefts, and is a 
persistent truant . 
..... 34. Generally speaking, Everett can control his bladder or bowel, 
although he is likely to have an occasional accident . 
..... 35. Jerry does perfectly good work as long as he is left alone: 
he becomes extremely tense and anxious, however, whenever 
an adult speak to him . 
..... 36. Virginia rubs and blinks her eyes occasionally when reading, 
and seems to find it difficult to distinguish between certain 
letters of the alphabet. 
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..... 37. Andy hears most, but not everything, that is said in class 
even though he wears a hearing aid . 
..... 38. Stan's walk is a slow shuffle: he gets along on level 
surfaces or moderate inclines quite well, but is unable to 
manage stairs at all . 
..... 39. Ray has a bright purple birthmark which covers one cheek 
and the side of his neck . 
..... 40. Several times a day Lester says he can smell bananas: 
usually this means that he will soon fall to the floor in 
a convulsion which may last for several minutes. 
41. Carla is a persistent talker, whisperer and notepasser. 
42. Bert would play songs with one finger on the piano when he 
was four: now, in first grade, he has begun composing little 
melodies to which he gives na:Jes like "Rainy Day," " Bert's 
Bike," or "Juice Time." 
..... 4~. Laura's speech is laboriously slow, tortured, jerky and 
indistinct: her voice is monotonous in pitch and she 
cannot control its intensity . 
..... 44. June's eyes are crossed but she has adequate vision in either 
eye despite the muscle imbalance . 
....• 45. Larry sulks, and sometimes gets quite noisy, whenever he 
loses the direct attention of the teacher . 
•.... 46. William can't hear anything with his left ear, but he gets 
along fairly well if he can sit in one row by the window, 
in a room on the quiet side of the building, with the class 
to his right. 
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..... 47. Ben is unable to walk and has been confined to a wheelchair: 
he manages this very skillfully and needs very little help . 
..... 48. Les was born with a malformed left hand which is withered 
and misshapen up to the elbow . 
..... 49. When Terry was five he was run over, losing both of his 
legs and genitals: he gets around quite well now but his 
bladder discharges into a bag which must be emptied several 
times a day . 
..... 50. Once or twice during the year Peter has complained of a 
peculiar feeling in his stomach, about a minute afterwards 
he has lost consciousness and his body has been first rigid 
and then convulsed for several minutes . 
..... 51~ John has no difficulty on the playground or at the blackboard 
but he gets quite uncomfortable when he has to use his eyes 
at close range for any length of time . 
..... 52. Hugh eventually mutilates or destroys everything that gets 
into his hands: his books are marked and torn, his des ink-
stained and scarred, and he has even managed to crack a black-
board panel . 
..... 53. When anything happens to John the whole school knows it. A 
bump on the playground produces tears and wailing, an "A" 
for an exam brings on unrestrained shrieks of delight . 
..... 54. Sam moves about somewhat awkwardly and his limbs are in a 
slight but continual tremor that becomes pronounced only 
when he is nervous or excited . 
•.•.• 55. Arnold is an extremely bright nine-year-old who is far ahead 
of the rest of the class in most subjects: he spends a good 
deal of his time working on a mathematical system he calls 
"kinestatics." 
..... 56. Bill has difficulty in starting to talk, grimaces and 
strains, and repeats sounds on about half the words he 
says in class . 
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..... 57. Kate weighs enough for two children her age: it is almost 
impossible for her to squeeze into the standard desk . 
..... 58. Although Melvin does not really soil himself, as the day 
draws on he begins to smell more and more of feces . 
..... 59. A hearing aid provides no help for Harriet: she lipreads 
fairly well, and can hear when she is not facing the speaker 
if shouted at . 
..... 60. Helen's right hand may sometimes begin to tremble uncontrollably: 
during the next few minutes the spasmodic movement spreads 
along her arm, shoulder, and head before it finally stops. 
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
School Name: Code: 
-------------------------------------
------------
1. Gender: 
a) Female 
2. Age: 
b) Male 
-----
c) 35-44 years a) 21-24 years __ 
d) 45-54 years ___ _ 
b) 25-34 years ___ _ 
-----e) over 54 years 
3. a) Married b) Single c) Divorced/Separated ___ _ 
----d) Children e) No Children 
---- ----
4. Professional Teaching and/or Administrative Experience (including 
this year): 
a) 1 year b) 2-5 years__ c) 6-10 years 
d) Over 10 years 
---
5. Educational Training: 
a) B.A. b) B.A. +15 c) M.A. d) M.A. +15 
--- ----- ----
e) M.A. +30, Ph.D. or Ed.D. 
----
6. Present Position: 
a) K-3 b) 4-6 c) 7-8 d) Special Area (Art, 
--- ----Music, P.E. 
7. Semester Hours Completed in Special Education Courses: 
a) 0 b) 1-6 c) 7-12 d) 13-18 e) 19+ 
----
8. Inservice in Special Education (Estimated Clock Hours): 
a) 0 hours b) 1-24 hours c) 25-49 hours 
----d) 50-100 hours 
---
9. Have you had previous experience in mainstreaming handicapped 
students? 
a) yes b) no 
-----
10. Teachers Only: Do you now teach special education students who 
are mainstreamed into one or more of your classes? 
a) yes b) no 
---
11. Junior High Teachers Only--Indicate Department or Subject Area: 
a) Art b) Industrial Arts/Home Economics c) Language 
Arts ---d) Mathematics e) Music f) Physical 
Education g) Science h) Social Studies 
---
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Project Change 
Program Description 
Level: Primary 
Grade: Third 
Units: Normal Health 
Senses 
Acceptance of Individual Differences 
Disabilities: Blindness 
Deafness 
Physical Handicaps 
Acceptance of Handicaps 
Level: Junior High 
Grade: Seven 
Units: Normal Health 
Senses 
Acceptance of Individual Differences 
Disabilities: Blindness 
Deafness 
Physical Handicaps 
Acceptance of Handicaps 
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TinE IV C ESEA 
SKill. ATIAIN-ltNI' UST 
PRIM.A.RY GRADES 
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The Skill Atta.i.ment List for Pri.Jmry Grades is an irrlividually adminis-
'teTed test "*ti.ch is given by parents or volunteers. It is desigrcd to rre.asure 
knJwledge of conce~ :s presented in the Project C.H.A.N.G.E. curricula fran kirdcr-
garten ~ third grade. The test consists of 28 questions arrl an oral re-
sponse is required of the child. It usually takes ro I!DT'e than ten mi.n.Jtes to 
complete this test. 
Materials 
Ore copy of the test, t~.;o runber t~.;o pencils, a Scantron card for record-
ing responses, arrl a clipb:lard are required to carplete ooe administration of 
the test. 
Directions 
1. Test one child at a tine 
2. Each child IIIJSt have a charce to answer all 28 cpestions 
3. Use the Scantron cards for scoring. Mark the A box if the child ans\olers 
correctly. Mark the B box if the child gives an incorrect ans-wer, 
answers in::arpletely, or does rot ans"Wer. Use a n..rrber t'-10 pencil 
an:i fill in the boxes CCJ!l>letely. Leave all other boxes blank. 
4. The child's nane ard the teacher'snome are to be written on the Scan-
tron card. Write the child's naue on the nane line arrl the teacher's 
name en the subject line. 
5. The ~ to be used for each cpestion is U'derlined far yru. · It 
is ~t that everyone ask exactly the same <p!Stions, so please 
do rot deviate frcm the t.n:lerlined words. 
6. i. cpestien my be repeated cnce if yru think the child has rot heard 
)!CU. Please do rot wait I!DT'e than a cruple of sec:onis before going 
en to the next ~stion if the child does rot resp:ni. It is very 
1.qxntant that yru do rot prtJI1>t the child in any way. 
7. Correct answers far each cpestion ani ~ criteria are listed far 
)1'111 \rder each <p!Stion. 
Scoring 
The Primary Skill Attainment List is machine scored with the 
Scan Tron Test Scoring Computer. Cach item marked "A" on the 
Scan-Tron Card is given one point cre~it. 
1. Show me your: 
PROJECT: C.H.A.N.G.E. 
TinE IV C ESEA 
SKILL ATTAINMENT LIST 
PRIMARY GRADES 
eyes, ears, nose, tongue, ankle, finger, arm, 
leg, hand, neck, teeth, wrist, thumb, elbow 1 
toe, lips, heel, knee, chest, shoulders. 
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Hark the A Box only ------- if the child gets 
16 or more-Qut of the 20 parts correct. 
2. 
a. What do you see with? 
Eyes 
b. What do you hear with? 
Ears 
c. What do you feel with? 
Fingers, Hands, or Skin 
d. What do you smell with? 
Nose 
e. What do you taste with? 
Mouth or tongue 
3. On this question, the child must get at least one correct for 
each sense. In other words, go on to question-rour as soon as 
the child gets two wrong for any sense. 
a. Which sense would tell ~ou a stove is hot? 
Touch 
a. Which sense would tell :IOU an ice cube is cold? 
Touch 
b. Which sense would tell xou something xou ate is candx? 
Taste 
b. Which sense would tell xou something xou ate is a lemon? 
Taste 
c. Which sense would tell you a person is wearing perfume? 
Smell 
c. Which sense would tell you a skunk is near? 
Smell 
d. Which sense would tell you the doorbell was ringing? 
Hearing 
d. Which sense would tell you a man was blowing a whistle? 
Hearing 
e. Which sense would tell you there are clouds in the sky? 
Sight or vision 
e. Which sense would tell you it is a sunny day? 
Sight or vision 
4. Can you name all five senses? 
Sight/vision, hearing, smell, taste, touch 
5. Tell me one rule for good health. 
Enough sleep, shower or bath, brush teeth, 
exercise, regular visits to doctor or dentist, 
good grooming, and balanced meals 
6. Tell me two other rules for good health. 
Enough sleep, shower or bath, brush teeth, 
exercise, regular visits to doctor or dentist, 
good grooming, and balanced meals 
7. What would be good to eat for dinner or supper? 
Child must name one each from dairy, bread, 
fruits or vegetables, and meat or fish 
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8. Can you tell me three safety rules' 
Look before crossing street, be careful when 
swimming, walk bike across street, stay away 
from dogs and strangers 
9. Tell me two ways people are alike. 
Physical characteristics: 
eyes, ears, size 
Environmental characteristics: 
have families, go to school, live in home 
or apartment 
Experience common feelir.gs: 
happy, angry, afraid 
Child must name two ways or receives no credit. 
10. How are people different? 
11. 
12. 
Age, hair, size, color, fingerprints 
a. What kinds of feelings do you have' 
Child must name any two from: anger, happiness, 
sadness, fear, lonliness 
b. What kinds of needs do you have? 
Child must name one from: food, sleep, home, 
friends, family,-acceptance 
Both parts (2 feelings, 1 need) of the question must be an-
swered for credit. 
a. What kinds of feelings do other people have? 
Child must name one from anger, happiness, sad-
ness, fear, loneTiness 
13. 
b. What kinds of needs do other people have? 
Child must name one from: food, sleep, home,. 
friends, family,-acceptance 
Both parts (1 feeling, 1 need) of the question must be answer-
eo-Tor credit. 
a. What are you good at? 
School work, sports, any hobby 
b. What is hard for you? 
School work, sports, tying shoes, any chore 
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Both parts (2 answers) of the question must be answered for credit. 
14. How do you feel about people who are different? 
Like, dislike, afraid, any other answer 
either positive or negative 
15. How would it help you to like someone who is different from you? 
Getting to know about them would make me less 
afraid. <Knowledge removes fear) 
16. What is a handicap? 
Blind can't see 
Deaf - - -- can't hear 
Physical- - can't walk 
17. What is blindness? 
Not being able to see 
18. What two problems do blind people have? 
Crossing street, getting lost, working, read-
ing, writing, cooking, eating 
Must name two for credit. 
19. What two things can blind people do to help themselves? 
Use braille, use a cane, use a guide dog, ask 
a person for help 
Must name two for credit. 
20. What is deafness? 
Not being able to hear 
21. What two problems do deaf people have? 
Talking, working, driving 
Must name two for credit 
22. What two things can deaf people do to help themselves? 
Reading lips, wearing a hearing aid, using 
sign language 
Must name two for credit 
23. What is a physical handicap? 
Not being able to move or use a part of the 
body. Do not accept broken leg or crutches 
24. What two problems do physically handicapped people have? 
Walking, eating, or any other problem related 
to moving 
Must name two for credit. 
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25. What two things can physically handicapped people do to help 
themselves? 
Using a cane, ramp, wheelchair, prosthesis 
Must name two for credit. 
26. How are handicapped people just like you and me? 
Same feelings, needs, physical, social, and 
emotional characteristics 
27. Would you be friends with a handicapped child? 
28. 
Yes 
a. Do all people like handicapped people? 
No 
b. Why don't some people like handicapped people? 
They are different, look different, talk 
funny, can't see or move 
Must answer both questions for credit. 
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PROJECT: C.H.A.N.G.E. 
TITLE IV C - ESEA 
ADMINISTRATION Of SKILL ATTAINMENT LIST 
lNTERHIDIATE AND JUNIOR HIGH LEVELS 
Instrument De~criotion 
The Skill Attainment List is a group test which is administered to the 
class by the te:1cher. This instrur:~ent is designed to measure the concepts 
in terms of the curriculum objectives at each grade level. 
Materials 
The exaa:in"r has a copy of the Skill Attainment List for the appropriate 
grade leve 1. 
Students must have a score sheet and a number two (No. 2) pencil. 
Score Sheet 
On the score sheet, only the name is to be filled in by the student. The 
name goes in the appropriate space on the upper right hand side of the score 
fona. 
All answers are to be recorded on the score sheet with a No. 2 pencil. The 
number on the score sheet corresponds to the question number. 
If the students are not familiar with this type of score sheet, please draw 
the following example at the board: 
1. A B c D 
The E box on the score sheet is not used. This is a .ultiph choice test 
vith only four alternative answers. 
After drawing the example at the board, read tbe following statements: 
1. The SUII is: 
a. rectangular 
b. square 
c. round 
d. oval 
Let one subject go to the board and color in tbe appropriate space. If 
oecessary, please repeat the de~nstration until satisfied that the students 
understand the correspondance of the number of tbe· question to the answer 
aod the relationship of their letter choice. 
General Instructions 
Each subject is to receive a score sheet. Only tbe examiners vill have a 
copy of the test questions. The exaa>iner l.s to infona the subjects to re-
spond to each quest ion even if they are not sure of tbe answer. 
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The examiner Is 
~e used on the 
their place and 
to tell the subjects to remember that the E 
score sheet. This should help the students 
filling In an inappropriate answer space. 
box viii not 
in not losing 
The examiner Is to tell the subjects, "I viii read the questions tvice. The 
first time just I isten, the second t l"De - please mark the box for your an-
sver choice on your score sheet. Rem1nd students to make their marks vithin 
the lines and to press hard so ans~o~ers are legible. It is permitted for 
the examiner to repeat the quest ion more than tvice upon the request of a 
subject." 
The examiner must also tell the subjects, "I cannot explain any of the ques-
tion choices or terms to you. Please guess. It is important for you to 
ansver each question." 
Scoring 
The intermediate and junior high level Skill Attainment Lists are machine 
scored vith the Scan Tron ;-est Scoring Computer. Each c9rrect item is 
given one point credit. 
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PROJECT: C.H.A.~.C.f. 
TITLE IV C - ESEA 
snu AnA:~ l.IST - QAO! 7 
1. A hind~ranc~ pl~ctd upon~ p~r~on so th~t it is difficult ~chieving the 
full pot~nt1~l of that person's life is~ definition for: 
•· h~ndicap 
b. voc ~ t ion 
c. t~mperament 
d. ~bil!ty 
2. The majority of handicapped people: 
•· were born with their disability 
b. acquired their disab1l1ty from a genetic flaw 
c. beca~e disa~led dur1ng their life 
d. have problems due to heredity 
). The self concept of a person and the attitudes of their friends: 
•· does not affect t~e persons attitude toward the handicapped 
b. cause ind1fference toward disabled people 
c. forms all emot1ons 
d. affect the persons attitude toward handicapped people 
4. Handicapped people desire to be accepted: 
•• in a special way 
b. close to the way we judge others, but wi tb spec ia I consider~tion 
c. through the sar:>e way we judge others 
d. because they deserve 1t for the rou~h life they've had 
~. A hazard more life threatening to blind people than to visually 
unimp~ired people is: 
•· electricity 
b. water 
c. fire 
d. handling finances 
6. A blind person is able to learn by using the reading technique known as: 
/'· 
a. speed reading 
b. reading comprehension 
c. braille reading 
d. lip reading 
An lDdivtdual vitb a bearing t.pairment vill try.to co.pensate for it 
by beina1 
•• .ore visually alert 
b. leas villin& to talk 
c. Indifferent to sounds 
d. friendlier toward people 
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8. The instr~~ent used test for a hearing loss is: 
a. ~phygmo~no~eter 
b. ~tyllus 
c. tuning fork 
d. audiometer 
9. A person who has suffered the loss of a limb due to disease, injury or 
a failure to properly develop during the prenat~l period is known as: 
a. a paraplegic 
b. an albino 
c. an a~putee 
d. a quadraplegic 
10. A physically handicapped individual's readiness to live life to the 
fullest by learning to make full use of what's available to him, means 
which of the following stages has been reached in the grieving process: 
a. denial 
b. acceptance 
c. bargaining 
d. depression 
11. The primary rehabilitdtive process for physical handicaps is: 
a. hydrotherapy 
b. occupational therapy 
c. physical therapy 
d. play therapy 
12. Diabetes is a dysfunction of: 
a. the pancreas gland 
b. the thyroid gland 
c. the pituitary gland 
d. the liver 
13. The hormone secreted by the pancreas gland so simple sugars can be 
absorbed from tbe blood by the body's cells is known as: 
a. bile 
b. insulin 
e. growth hormone 
d. adrenalin 
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14. A medical specialist involved in the diagnosis and treatment of diabetes is: 
a. a physical therapist 
b. a physician 
c. a surgeon 
d. a 8Ctabolic specialist 
1S. An organic factor causing defective speech is: 
a. a cleft palate 
b. unpleasant sounds 
c. home environment 
d. tongue position 
16. A distortion in speech is classified as: 
a. cleft palate 
b. aphasia 
c. articulation d1sorder 
d. retarded speech development 
17. Speech not developed according to age level, or only a partial under-
standing of language or vocal expression is known as: 
a. an articulatory disorder 
b. stuttering 
c. vocal disorder 
d. delayed speech 
18. Vhen speech rhythm is out of control it is known as: 
a. stuttering 
b. vocal disorder 
c. an articulatory disorder 
d. aphasia 
19. A disturbance in the brain's electrochemical activity resulting in 
convulsive a>Ovements of the body is known as: 
a. mental retardation 
b. cerebral palsy 
c. epilepsy 
d.. physical handicap 
20. The convulsive movements of the body resulting from the electrical 
disturbance :n the brain is know as: 
a. a coma 
b. a seizure 
c. stuttering 
d. ephasia 
21. Exhibiting a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological pro-
cesses involved in understanding or in using spoken or written language 
defines the handicap known as: 
a. apeech impainDents 
b. learning disabilities 
c. ~ntal retardation 
d. emotional problems 
22. Learning disabled children spending tbe entire achool day in the same 
claasroo. are in a: 
a. reaource roo. 
b. itinerant teacher program 
c. aelf-contained class 
d. conaultative or special .. teriala progr&a 
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2). A significantly subaverage general intellectual functioning exist!n~ 
concurrently with deficits in adaptive behav1or and manifested during 
tbe developmental period is the definition for: 
a. epilepsy 
b. mental retardation 
c. emotional pr0blems 
d. learning disabilities 
24. A mentally retarded ch1ld requiring almost complete supervision through-
out his life is classified for rehabilitation purposes as: 
a. totally dependent 
b. educable 
c. trainable 
d. none of the above 
25. Dovn•s Syndrome (mongoloid) is a type of mental retardation caused by a: 
a. prenatal factor 
b. genetic factor 
c. postnatal factor 
d. psychological factor 
26. A behavior interfering with a child's learning and social functioning 
indicates: 
a~ a seizure 
b. mental retardation 
c. a learning disability 
d. an emotional problem 
27. The theory concerned with the fact that the environment is perpetuating 
an inappropriate behavior by the child is known as the: 
a. psychodynamic theory 
b. biophysical theory 
c. behavioral theory 
d. environmental theory 
28. A physician who specializes in tbe treatment and care of the nervous 
ayatem is known as: 
a. a neurologist 
b. a psychiatrist 
c. a physician 
d. an endocrinologist 
29. A pbysician, who specializes in dealing with diseases or aalfunctiona 
of tbe ear, nose, and throat is known as: 
a. an otolaryngologist 
b. an ophthalmologist 
C• an audiologist 
d. an optom.triat 
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)0. A therapist who treats disease and disability by physical ~eans, in-
cluding amonP, other mea~ures, water, a1r, heat, cold, m~ssage, e~er­
cises, dnd electricity is known as: 
•· an occupation~l thera~ist 
b. a correctlve theraplSt 
c. a physic31 t~erapist 
d. a recreational therapist 
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~TRt.TJotD;T OE.SCllPTlCif: 
PIOJICT: C.B.A.M.C.I. 
Tln.l IV C • !SEA 
~!...ill~~~'!!! 
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The Primary Attitude Survey ia &D iodfvfdual ~ltiple choice (5 option) 
thirty it~ inatrument de•tcn~ to provide an ett1mate of a non-handicapped 
aubject'a attitude toward handicapped tndivlduala. A non-verbal • motor 
reaponae Cpotntin& to the picture plate) fa the only requirement o! the 
aubject. 
Thi1 inttrument 1a not tt~d but cenerally require& seven minutes per 
child • a.Ite r the pre- t ra1n1n& aeuion. 
KIJEUA.LS: 
The Primary Attitude Survey q•n1ttoo aheet 1 the large Pre-trainin& 
Primary Attitude Su~ey Picture Plate, a 1core card !or each subject, a 
number 2 pencil and ~11 picture plate !or aa~b examiner and a clipboard 
per ~&miner are re~utred materiala for survey edmtnistretioo. 
~INL'IG: 
A croup pre-tratnfn& aeaafoe ta a~1n11tered prior to tbe au~ey. The 
pre•tra1D1n& lelliOD 11 &enerallJ teD (10) ainutea per claaa. The large 
Primary Attitude Survey Picture Plate 11 uaed to claaa demonatr~tfona. 
Place the la=ae picture plate ta an are& where tt ta vfaable to all 
atudeota fo the claaa. Lplda the proceaa of a llurvey by aayfn&, "today 
IOD4 peDple are aotna to aak you queationa to aee bow you feel about lOGe• 
thina. Thia Ia called a a•lrvey. Moat of you have aeen aurveya on telev1a1oD 
or to ahopptna centera and Juat dlda't kaov ~t tbe W?rd aurvey •e&nt. 
For ~aaple 1 ao.etlaea oa a rv co.aerclal or lD a atora a peraon will aak 
people the k.tnd of aoap they -uld rather uae, thia aoap or thAt aoap." 
The uaatner contlnuea aayiDa, "la &DOtber aurvey they uk people 
whether or not they think their faatly would rather e&t potatoea or lltuf!tna. 
Vboever they aak tbu telle the peraoa ~t the7 v.Nld rather have to ut. 
!ov -oy of }'OU have aeu acee kfad of aurva;r Uka thief" (Aak the aubjecta 
to rahe their banda tf they are faatltar vith the u .. plea>. 
The ~aatnar cont1nuea aaytaa, !I waat }'OU to look at all of theaa 
picture• Cuatna lara• ptctura plate). la the f1ret c1rcle 1 Cpotot to circle AJ 
we aee two people • tbaae people are blind.• Aak aubjecta if they know what 
the vord blind •eana. If they do, ao to the D&¥t circle (C). lf they do not, 
&&}' 1 ''bUDd people are people wbo cannot aee.• 
Tha axaalner thea polota to circle c. WID thta circle there are two 
ordinary peopla. l'be word ordinary here .una they are norul or have no 
probleae vttb thef.r bodlaa.• ~ uaatnar poSota to circle I. ''la thie 
circle, theaa t~ people ere deaf.• Aak aubjecte tf"they knov the •••nina 
of the word d-.f. U they do, 10 OD to circle D. lf they do not, IIY 1 "deaf 
pe~ple are people vbo cannot hear.• 
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(tx .. iner pointa to circle D). "Wow look at circle D. There are tvo 
people wbo are pbyaically handica~. A pbyalcally handicapped person a&y 
r.ot b. able to valk, .,ve ao ar. or a 1 .. , or •Y have loat an arw or lea"'· 
Point to circle 1. "Tbh h r.M eYU'Jbocty ctrch, one person fro. each 
&roup il lD tbe eVer'JbodY circle". llluatrate tbl1 by poiotifti fro. tbe 
A, C, I, aDd D circle to abov r.M parao. io I circle vbich corresponds. · 
Tbe ex .. ioer tella tbe aubje<tl, "tbeae are ~e ansver cboices for the 
queattona ve are aotoa to aak you. 1 vtll potot to each circle and ve vill 
aay the vord vbich 1011 vith eaeb circle ftve tt.es. Let's atart nov 
(ex., blind, blind, blind, blind, bliDd)." Do this vitb each circle. 
Tell tbe subjects, "'I vill ask sc.e of you to c~ up and point to tbe 
circle of tbe word I say". Call a subject to co.e up. Ask subject to show 
you the everybody circle. Do this once for each circle. If ~re repetitions 
are necessary continue until subjects have a clear understanding of the vord 
and its correspondance to the appropriate circle. 
In ~inderaarten and First Grade rooaa, you .. y vish for all subjects to 
point to a circle. Other subjects cao applaud vben the appropriate response 
is given. Tbis is ao effective reinforce.ent at tbe Kinderaarten, 1st grade 
level and to prtm.ry special education classes. 
ADHINlSTRATlON: Instructions for individual examiners. 
I. This survey is to be administered to each subject individually after the 
pre-training session cbeck to aee if the subject needs more fa.miliari~a­
tion vith the picture plate. 
E.xa.miner: "'l vant you to look at all the pictures 
on thh plate" (point to each picture 
circle as you describe lt). ''The first 
circle sbovs tvo people wbo are blind. 
Nov look at tb1s circle, It shows tvo 
people wbo are ordiWT'J"• Continue in 
this fashion until all five picture cir-
cles are described. If the subject needs 
tbla loforutio. to be repeated oov or at 
any tt.. dvrloa tbe survey, repeat the 
ioforwatlo.. 
1. Make aure the subject ls told, "nov I .. aotaa to ask you •~ question• 
to aee bov you feel. Look at all the pictures before you point". lead 
the ftrat it- and then aay, "did you look at all tbe picturu?" If the 
aubject says no, tell h~ to look at all the picturea, tbeo repeat the 
atate.ent before you record r.M respooae. 
J. DO HOT PIOMPT·the tubject or &1¥e any further erplanation of the atate.ent, 
other Lhan thoae included la the tcript. 
l!COIDINC: Scan-trent card 
1. tuke sure tbe aubject'l ~. ~ teacher'• ~. aDd the arade it VTltteo 
oo the response card. 
2. Mark the boa (A, 1, C, D, I) of ~ picture the tubject pointa to neat to 
the correapoodioa ttat ... ot nu.ber. The boaea are to be co.pletely dark-
ened by ualD& a nu.ber 2 pencil. leapooae ou.bert l throu&h JO should be 
•rked for ea~ ebtld. 
Sf.orina 
The PrL.AT'J Attitude Survey i1 haod-acored, Alternative I 1a &1ven three 
pointl credit; Alternatives A, D, and! are alven 2 pofnt"a credit; and al-
ternative C 11 atvea 1 point. credit efnt.u. and ~Leu. score• are JO and 
a1 reapecttvely. 
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PIIMAIY AT'flTVDI! SL'JVU 
L Wbo would you like aa your frhDdf PoiDt to tbe picture. 
2. Who can ao the sa.. tbinaa 11 you• Point to tbe pic tun. 
3. Who is • aood as you? Point to the picture. 
4. Wbo would you ht help you vith schoolwork that you did not understand! 
Point to the picture. 
5. Wbe could do as aood In school •• you? Point to the picture • 
6. Who do you think 1s like you? Point to tbe picture. 
7. Who Is as friendly •• you? Point to tbe plcturr. 
8. 'Jbo would you like to play with' Point to the plctur~. 
9. Who do you think could be happy? Point to the picture. 
10. Wbo do you think could feel sad? Point to tbe picture. 
11. With whoa would you abare your toys? Point to the picture 
12. At whose house would you like to atay overniaht? Point to the picture. 
11. Wbo would like to be told they have done a aood job? Point to the picture. 
14. Who would you like to ait next to lD acboolT Point to the picture. 
1S. ~o vould look •• Dice 11 you do VbeD aoina s~vbere apectal! Point to 
the pict11re .• 
16. Vbo !tela aood about thtDielvea and likes tbe•selveaf Point to the picture. 
17. Vbo could ~ve the , ... kind o! Job that you could! Point to the picture. 
11. Vbo ta •• a .. rt •• yoaf Polat to tha picture. 
19. Vbo would yov ~0011 •• your partatr ta a , ... , Poiat to the picture. 
20. V.O -.uld yo. llkt ta ~va •• t•• •t••r chlldrae 1• your claaa? 
Polat to the picture. 
Pri .. ry Attitude Survey 
Pea• 2 
21. Vbo -ould be able to play tba plaoof Poiot to tba picture. 
22. Vbo aiJht need extra help witb tbeir a~oolvork froa tbe teacher? 
Point to tbe picture. 
23. Wbo vouid you like to belpf Point to tba picture. 
24. Vbo do you think haa tbe s~ kind of feelings as youT Point to the 
picture. 
25. Vbo can aarry and have a fa.ilyT Polnt to the picture. 
2b. Who could be a teacher! Point to tbe picture. 
27. Wbo would you lnvlte to your birthday party? Point to th~ p!cturr. 
28. w~o can take carr of t~e~selvel (dressing or washing)? Point to the 
plct~re. 
29. Whlcb new studentl would you like to b.ve as your friends? 
Polnt to tbe picture. 
)0. Who vould feel badly if they could not do so~th!ng well! 
Polnt to the picture. 
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PIOJ!CTr C.B.A.".C.!. 
TITU IV C - tS!..A 
lJI'T[.lM! D l.A TI AIID .nnn 01 H 1 C1l A TTl niDE S IJRVrt 
Instru.ent Description 
Tbe Att ttude Survey ta 1 group tnt vbich 1a adainhtercd to the den by 
the teacher. Tbis instrument is designed to measure attitudes of non-handicapped 
students toward handicapped individuals in the following areas: 
1 physical appearance 
n personality traits 
Ill e:apectancy 
IV .urrhge 
and V emotional capabilities 
!Uterhls 
Tbe examiner has a copy of the Attitude Survey for the •ppropriate grade 
level. Students MISt have a score sheet •nd a number tvo (Pio. 2) pencil. 
A blackboard for key sample pattern. 
Score Sheet 
On the score sheet, the students ere to fill in their naaes and grades or 
section n..aber. Tbe na.e goes in the appropriate space on the left side 
of the scen-tron card. The grade or section number is to be recorded in 
the space labeled subject. 
All an~ers are to be recorded vitb a No. 2 pencil. Tbe number on the score 
sbeet corresponds to the question au.ber. 
Please drav the follaving sa.ple at the board: 
agree very -.ch 1 aaree disagree 
( I ) ( c ) ( D ) 
Tben read the follovin& 1tate.ent1 
1. School 1hould cad at 2:30 P·•• 
lAt one 1ubject ao vp to the bo1rd 1nd color in the epproprhte boa· vbich 
nflectl bi1 or her opin1011. lf aecelllr"J plea1e repeat the de.onnratloa 
uat11 1atl1fled that the 1tudent1 understand the correspondence of the 
nu.ber of the quettioa to t.be an~er and the relat(onshlp of their letter 
choice. The I boa oa the score 1beet h not used. Please tell 1ubject1 
to 1pore thh""iOi and to avoid uniaa 1a St-.- --
General In1trvctloa• 
lacb 1ubject 11 to recthe a score 1heet. Only the ••-Inn wtll have • 
copy of the 1urve:p que1tlon1. The ea•iner h to ask the students "Do you 
knov vbst 1 Iurvey hf" If subJects have the concept of 1 survey, no fur-
ther erplanetion 11 necessary. 
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If aubjecta are not faatltar wtth tha concept of a aurvey the exaa1ner aaya, 
"A aurvey te aaktaa you bov you feel about ao.etbina. Tbia survey Ia aotaa 
to uk queatione oa bov you feel at·out handicapped people. RandicaJiped 
people are thole vbo have a diubility to a certain area. Tbey .. y have 
probh•• vit.h valk1na, ulkina, hearina, suin&, or thlnldnc. This 1urvey 
11 ukiDI queationa wbicb refer to all the handicap• i11 a ceneral vay. 
Juat the saae way we would uae the word 11onul, averaae, or ordinary to 
describe all people." 
The tX&II1ner contlnuea saylna, "Pltale answer every que1tio11. R.t~~>ember 
011 • Iurvey there ie no rl&ht or vrona answer because ve are talkin& about 
feelln&•· I will read the question• twice. Tbe firat tl- jult listen, 
the seco11d time - pleaae .. rk the box for your answer choice on the score 
sheet." 
The answer choices should be printed on the black board as shovn below: 
I d1saaree very mucb 
(A) (II) (C) (D) 
Answer choice• sbould reaa1n oo the board durlns the survey. Remind srudenta 
to aake their aarks within the 11nel and to pres• bard so answers are lea~ 
bh. 
Scorlna 
I. lnter.ediate Attitude Survey 
A. Tbie 30 lte• teat ia haad scored with available keys. 
I. Choicel are als1cned point value• aa follovs: 
A • pt., I • 2 pte., C • 3 pta., D • 4 pta. 
C. It-. 2,3,5,8,9,13,B,11,23,24, aDd 25 are it••• atated poat-
tivel:F& therefore letter c.haacu are .. de before acoriaa. 
Tor e:u . .-ple, 1f lta #2 h aarked A, tt vould be c.banced to 
D; or if ita 19 i• .. rked C, it would be chanced to I. 
II. Junior lip Attitude Sunrey 
A. Tbie 25 it .. teet le haad acored vitb available keya. 
I. Cbolcee are aaai&ned polat valuea as follove: 
A • 1 pt., I • 2 pte., C • 3 pte., D • 4 pte. 
C. It-. 2, 12, 19, 21 ara iteae stated polltfvely; therefore 
latter cbaaau are .. de before acorin&• Tor e:u.ple, 1f tt .. 
12 h .. rked D, 1t h cbenaed to Aa or U Ita 19 ia .. rked 
I, lt le cbanaed to C. 
JUIH Ol HI CB Al"I'l niDI S Ul V!'Y 
1. Seciety accept& handicapped indtvidu&la for tbemaelvea. 
2. People should not be ash&aed of tbe pbyaieal appearance of their 
handicapped frtenda and relativea. 
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3. Disabled people ahould not be allowed to run for public office President» etc. 
4. Disabled people would make poor parent& because of their inability to 
care for their children. 
5. Generally» I would ignore or not look at a handicapped person unlesa 
they 6poka to me firat. 
6. Host handicapped people worry .ore than non-handicapped people. 
7. Handicapped children in special education rooms have it easier in school 
than non-handicapped children. 
8. A non-handicapped person would not want to date a handicapped person. 
9. Disabled ~orkers cannot be a• successful as non-handicapped workera. 
10. Handica~ped people are not as emotional as non-handicapped people. 
11. Handicapped people like to have their friends to be handicapped. 
12. Most handicapped people can have a satisfying job. 
13. Handicapped persona require .ore praise than non-handicapped people. 
14. Handicapped people should not be allowed to compete in sports with 
non-handicapped people. 
15. Moat handicapped people have leas aabition. 
16. Hoat handicapped people would rather be'left alone. 
17. Handicapped people are leas conaiderate of others feelin&• than 
non-handicapped people. 
11. Handicapped people should not be doetora or lawyera. 
19. Handicapped people have aoaetbtn1 to offer to aociety. 
20. There are .ore •iafitl a.ong handicapped people. 
21. Moat diaabled people can have a t .. ily. 
22. Diaabled people eKpect ·sy.pathy bacauae of tbetr probl .. a. 
23. &11 diaabtlttiel are eaay to notice. 
24. Handicapped peraona abould not eKpect to lead a nor.el life. 
2S. Tbe 1ntell1aenee of diaabled peraDnl 11 alwaya leaa tban that of nor.al 
people. 
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CODE NUMBER 
----
NAME: ________ S.EX __ AGE. __ SCHOOL --------
ADDRESS: ------------- GRADE --------
CITY ---------------DATE--------
SITUATION 
NUMBER: 
#1 
#2 
#3 
#4 
05 
#6 
117 
#8 
#9 
1110 
p 
Xl= 
X2= 
X3= 
X4= 
X5 
---
lst 
SELECTIONS: 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
CALCULATIONS: 
v H 
Xl= Xl= 
-
X2= X2= 
-
X3= X3= 
X4= X4= 
X5= X5= 
-
TOTAL POINTS 
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